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INTRODUCTION

In October 1938, a state-wide Works Progress Admin-

istration archaeological project was set in motion with the

University of Arizona acting as sponsor. Sub-project B,

located in Phoenix, was one of the five agencies involved in

gathering archaeological data throughout the state and was

set up with the express purpose of conducting a stratigraphic

survey of the Salt River Valley in order to record all re-

maining sites, determine their chronological affinities, and

make a study of the artifacts removed in an effort to gather

as much evidence as possible pertaining to the prehistory

of the valley before it was destroyed by vandalism or leveled

by agricultural activities.

The area concerned was the Salt River Valley proper,

which lies east of and adjacent to the Gi].a-Salt meridian

directly bisected by the base line (Map 1).

All work was carried on in and from Pueblo Grande Lab-

oratories, a city-owned park area, under the direction of

Mr. Odd 5. Halseth, situated four miles east of Phoenix on

Washinton Street, where the city of Phoenix supplied the

project with the necessary working facilities and equipment.

-1-
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THE SALT RIVEIi VALLEY

Topography

The Salt River Valley of south central Arizona,

1108 feet above sea level, is an alluvial plain, nearly level

but with a slight dip to the west, Its approximate length

from the eastern ranges to the western end is 35 miles, and

it averages 15 miles in width. The Salt River enters from

the east and meanders in a westsouth-wester1y direction

tbrough the valley, emptying into the Gila River 13 miles

west of Phoenix,

The valley proper is flat and rises slightly along its

peripheries as it reaches the foothills of the surrounding

mountains. On the north are the Phoenix Mountains, to the

northeast the Camelback Mountains, on the south the South

Mountains, to the southwest the Estrella Mountains, and on

the west the White Tank Mountains (Map 1).

Geology

The oldest geological formations are two outcrops of

Archaen granite, one occurring north of Tempe and the other
in the Camelback Mountains. There are occasional exposures

of Algonkean metamorphosed sediments along the southwest edge

of the Phoenix Mountains. Tertiary sandstones and brecelas

occur in the mountains north of Tempo as well as in the

Camelbacks, and lavas of the same age are found in Bell

Butte, Tempo Butte, and in a dike in the mountains north of



Tempo. Otherwise, the valley is covered with a Quaternary

detrital fill. Better grades of pro..Cambrian metamorphosed

sedimentary quartzites and argillitea of a less disturbed

nature are found in the Tonto Basin east of Salt River Valley.

The Superstitions contain the main supply of rhyolite, white

tuff and ash, also a result of Tertiary eruption. At

present, deposition of a detrital nature is taking place.1

TO the above resources may be added diorite and dacite

boulders that clutter up the local stream beds; magnetite

occurring in desert washes; garnets and obsidian from the

mountains, the latter around Superior; mica in the Horse-

thief Basin area; hematite and slate in the Cave Creek

Station region; mica sehist in the vicinity of the Shaw

Mountains north of Phoenix; soapstone on the western range of

the Estrellas along the north slope; and in evidence almost

anywhere in the valley is the most abundant raw material

2
caliche.

3
Climate

The yearly temperature range is great, varying from 16

to 118 degrees Fabrethieit, having a mean of 69.7 degrees, and

a daily temperature range in January of 25.8 and in June of

32.2 degrees.

The first killing frosts of fall occur between Novenber

Lee, W. T., 1905, pp. 95-112.

2Survey observations.

3Smith, H. V., 1930.
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5 and December 3, while the last frost falls between Feb..

ruary 11 and March 31, thus giving an average growing season

of 295 days and allowing considerable time for agricultural

pursuits. However, the annual precipitation of 7.90 inches

is too low Vor dry farming as can be seen today by the re-

liance upon irrigation. The heavy late summer and midwinter

rains are not sufficient for raising crops.

The annual possible sunshine runs about 85.6 percent.

An annual mean relative humidity of 40, coupled with an

average temperature of 69.7 degrees brings about a fairly

com.fortable climate.

Fauna

The inainnials existing in the valley are of the typical

Lower Sonoran type, cottontail and jack rabbit being dom-

inant. In considering the abundance of animal life, "Its

density and variety is in proportion to the density and

2
variety of the vegetation cover." Bighorns are present in

many of the desert ranges and, .originally were found

in practically all ranges to and including the western slopes

and canyons of the forested mountains that bound the desert

on the east."3 The desert mule deer ranges through the palo-

4
verde-cactus belt and high into the mesquite grass areas.

Javalinas and mountain sheep are reported occasionally in

the Estrellas, while to the north wildcat, mountain lion,

'See Appendix XI for scientific names.

A. A., 1937, p. 216. 3lbid. 4nia.



antelope, and bear occur in good numbers.

An unlimited variety of rodents and small mammals in-

habit the desert, some of the more common of which are

antelope jack rabbit, black-tail jack, cottontail, skunk,

kangaroo rat, and ground squirrel.1

The reptilian group is represented by the rattlesnake,

sidewinder, bull snake, gopher snake, lizards, Gila monster,

ohuekawalla, horned toad, and desert tortoise.

The bird life of this region is rich and varied due to

- the fact that this valley acts as a summer breeding ground

for the sub-tropical species and as a winter home of north-

ern types.2 The most common are quail, Western white-winged

dove, Western meadow lark, road runner, Western mocking bird,

Arizona cardinal, mourning dove, Bulloch's oriole, Western

robin, Treganza's blue herron, and cliff swallow. Among the

birds of prey are the hawk and turkey buzzard. Merriam's

turkeys inhabit the mountains to the north, Migrating fowl

such as the teal, common mallard, common Canada goose, and

white pelian are seen in season.

3
Flora

Creosote bush and salt bush dominate the sandy desert,

with palo verde and sahuaro thriving In the rough terrain
along the foothill regions. Bur sage Is fairly abundant,4

Nichol, A. A., 1937, p. 217. Ibid., p. 218.

3See Appendix XII for scientific names.
4Nicbol, . A., 1937, p. 206.



being replaced on occasion by prickly pear, cholla, ocotillo,

yucca, and barrel cactus, Mesquite occurs near and about

the river, and along the river are cottonwood and ash,

Turney makes mention of some reeds occurring north of Tempe

surviving until 1928.1

Environment in the late 19th century2

Here, as elsewhere, one must consider the question of

water and ground cover to better Interpret the possible en-

vironmerital reactions of the early inhabitants. Drawing

from early sources, we find the following:

But the Salt in those days (prehistoric) must
have been a larger river than It is now in
1867, because two or three of these old ace-
quias would carry off all of Its present waters
and leave none for the others whose remains yet
furrow the country everywhere. The present 3day Indian population is estimated at 20,000. .

Turney remarks that Win. H. Pierce In 1867 made a

survey of the valley an4 adds that trees and heavy brush

covered nearly all of the valley.4

Another source records:

.aouth of the 34th parallel the altitude
is from 3,000 to 5,000 feet less, with a
marked change in the aspect of the country.
It may generally be described as a region of

Turney, 0. A., 1929, p. 61.

2llere one must consider the personal element. An
observer coming from a well wooded country would consider
this valley an uninviting desert.

3Turney, 0. A., 1929, p. 3. Turney quotes from The
Groat West, by J. E. Rusling.

4Ibid., p. 4.



1ffamilton, Patrick, 1886b, p. 12, 49.
2lbid. 3Robinson, Will H., 1919, p. 298.

4llamilton, Patrick, 1886b, p., 14.

took. J. II., 1916, p. 565.

wide grassy plains intersected by detached
mountain ranges and dotted with isolated
spurs and peaks.1

This same source goes on to note the first settlement

In the Salt River Valley in 1867 and adds in opposition to

the above: tThis valley was then an uninviting desert.

In 1866, John Y. T. Smith established a hay camp on

the banks of the Salt where wild hay grew in abundance.3

The sources of food in the valley at this time were

such as to make life fairly comfortable. Venison was a

staple. Cottontail and jack rabbits wore plentiful. Wild

duck were frequent in water courses and wild geese were

killed occasionally on the Salt and Gila Rivers. "Humpback"

fish were oonon in the streams.4

Occasional floods often caused the river to overflow

its banks and bring about considerable damage. An early

flood is recorded on January 1, 1868 during which Thos. H.

Hunter was forced to camp on the south side of the Salt

River at Hayden (Tempo) Butte until February 16 before he

could cross, because of high water.5 On December 29, 1879

the river rose ten feet in two days in the vicinity of

Phoenix; on August 17, 1881 considerable damage was caused

by flooding; on Deoenbor 5, 1889 the Verde and Salt Rivers

rose rapidly; and on February 21, 1890 irrigating ditches
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were washed out at Fort Verde.1 Another tremendous flood

occurred in February 1891 washing out a number of headgates,

especially that of the Grand Canal. To prevent a similar

occurrence in the future, a cross-.cut canal was run into the

Grand from the Arizona canal, thus abolishing the necessity

of a head gate.

From the above descriptions one gathers that periodic

winter floods affected the life of the valley, that water

was sufficient in quantity to attract wild fowl and large

game, that the streams contained enough water to harbor

fish, that some grasses were present, and that recent

grazing bears the brunt of the blame for the present con-

dition of the valley if one is to judge from the reactions

of the old timers in the valley today.

Archaeological history

The first to draw attention to the prehistory of this

area were the early Spanish explorers who recorded the

presence of ruins and canals as they passed thiough. There

was a considerable gap from the time of these early explora-

tions until the valley once more became of interest to the

pioneers in 1866. John Y. T. Smith established a hay camp

on the north bank of the Salt River that year.3

1Greely, A. W. and Glasaford, W. A., 1891, p. 14.

J. if., 1916, pp. 569-570.

3ifobinson, Will H., 1919, p. 278.



In December of the same year John W. Swilling came into the

valley with a group of men to build a canal.1 By 1886,

140 miles of canals had been constructed, and in the course
2

of the following five years another 36 miles were added.

The pioneers, in reclaiming their land encountered and

leveled many of the sites throughout the valley. In 188$,

Bandelier spent a season in the Southwest recording the

prehistory of many regions including that of the Salt River

from Globe to Phoenix.3 The next year Hamilton published

an inventory of the ruins in the valley.4 Patrick, an en-

gineer, recorded the canals in the valley in the course of

his work from 1878 through 1903, the map of which was copy-
5

righted and published in 1903.

In 1887, the first scientific work was undertaken by

the Hemenway expedition under the direction of Gushing at

Los Muertos and other nearby sites. A preliminary report

of this work6 was made and Matthews, with two others, re..
7

ported on the skeletal remains. lodge also published on the

irrigation of the prehistoric inhabitants.8

1Turney, 0. A., 1929, p. 4.

2Figures supplied by T. A. Hayden, Chief Ass't. igineer
of the Water Users Association, Phoenix.

3Bandelier, A. F., 1890.

4ffamllton, Patrick, l886b.

5Patrick, H. 1., 1903. 6Cushing, F. II., 1890.

7Matthews, W., Wortman, J. L., & Billings, 3. 3., 1893.

8lodge, F. W., 1893.



In 1891, Mindeloff made a survey along the Verde,

noting that both the northern and southern cultures were

evicent in the area covered.

Moorehead came into the Salt River Valley and worked

at Pueblo de Lehi, Pueblo Viejo, and Las Colinas in 1897

and 1898, reporting on his finds in 1906.2

Turney, who had been conducting a survey of the valley
since 1887, was the only one to work in the field3 until

1925, at which time Schmidt brought the Thompson expedition

in and made tests at La Ciudad and Pueblo Grande4, estab-

lishirig the first chronology for the valley culture.

In 1928, Gladwin excavated at Casa Grande, adding more
5

to the all too slight knowledge of the Hohokam. Gila

Pueblo, under Gladwin's direction, was founded the following
year, and a survey of the Hohokam area was undertaken. By

1934 enough data had been accumulated and Snaketown was sel-

ected for a major excavation. This work brought out new

light on the subject as well as the use of new methods in this

field, the results of which were published in 1937.

1

1Minde].eff, Cosmos, 1896.

2Moorehead, W. K., 1906.

3purney, 0. ., 1929.

4Schmidt, Erick F., 1926.

5Gladwln, H. S., 1928.

6Gladwin, H. S., Gladwin, N., Haury, Emil W., and
Sayles, E. B., 1937.

6
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In 1936, Hayden began excavating at Pueblo Grande with

a crew of Civilian Conservation Corps men under the National
park Service, working in the compound as well as in the area
surrounding it. Having taken part in the Snaketowri excava-
tion, he found ample opportunity for comparison with the

Gila Valley. His work continued until the sunnuer of 1939,
As yet nothing has been published on this excavation.

Phe stratigraphic survey of.the Salt River Valley
heroin discussed began October 17, 1938 and terminated in
January, 1940.



APPROACH AND METHODS

The first problem was to determine whether the obronol-

ogy established at Snaketown by Gila Pueblo would hold in

the Salt River Valley. It was decided that a trash mound

just south of the canal at Pueblo Grande would be best

suited for the purpose because of its great size, variety

of pottery represented, and proximity to the laboratory.

A trench 1.0 meter wide and 30 meters long was laid out

and broken up into sections 2.0 meters long as measured

along the datum line, each section bearing a letter as a

designation £ or horizontal location. These sections were

removed In .25 meter layers from datum on down, each layer

bearing a number running from one at datum and on serially

to the base of the mound. The .25 meter depth for each

layer was chosen in the expectation that it would be more

selective and show greater sensitivity to phase changes in

the analysis than would a greater depth.

Each block was removed as a unit, being spaded, screened,

and deposited in a sack marked with the site, trash mound,

trench, and block numbers, and brought into the laboratory.

If, in the course of digging, any feature such as a

house floor, roasting pit, cremation, etc., was encountered,

it was uncovered, measured, photographed, and sketched,

-l2.
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ll artifacts associated were located by triangulation from

two reference stakes. Whenever it was necessary to go out-

side the limits of the trench in uncovering a feature, the

area was given a cut-back number.

On completion of the trench, a check was made on strati-.

graphy, and if any lenses aided in determining the direction of

growth, they were drawn to scale, and additional trenches were

made in an attempt to obtain the entire history of the mound.

However, if no lenses were encountered, work was shifted

elsewhere until the material had been analyzed, and then,

if one end of the trench presented a different phase from the

other, additional trenches were introduced according to the

evidence.

ll material was brought in for analysis and cataloguing

and the notes and sketches were completed.

Cultural material brought in from the field was taken

from the storeroom by the sherd washer who made out datum

slips for each sack as soon as it was opened in the wash room,

Here the sherds were washed to remove the excess dirt, immersed

in a fifteen per cent solution of muriatic acid to dissolve

the lime encrusted on the surface, and rewashed so that no

acid remained in the sherds to cause further disintegration,

It was found that peak Sacaton Red-on-buff vessels would lose

their pigment if allowed to remain in the acid too long, and

it was for this reason, plus the fact that the same occurred

on heavily refired vessels, that the decorated wares were
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sorted out and washed separately from the plain. This pre-
liminary sorting also aided the sherd counter who next

handled the material, After washing, the sherds were placed

in drying racks. All artifacts underwent the same process

(other than those of shell or bone which were washed and

cleaned only, as these would react in the acid and be quickly

destroyed by it). The data pertaining to the artifacts and

sherds accompanied each lot until they had been catalogued

or recorded on the sherd count sheets. Many partial specimens

not worth cataloguing came in from the field and were dis-

carded, but not before notes were made as to the typo of

artifact, the material of which it was composed, its location,

and any other pertinent remarks. When the material from the

entire site had been completely washed, the sheet bearing the

discarded artifact data was incorporated in the notes for

later analysis.

When the sherds were dry the sherd counter began his

analysis, recording on a sherd count sheet the number of plain

and decorated types as well as the vessel shapes according to

blocks, Rim forms were noted on a separate sheet.

The decorated types with this accompanying data were

sent through further analysis of decorative treatment. Units,

elements, and the layout of design were noted wherever

possible and compared with the Snaketown material. The sherd

types compared more than favorably from the very beginning

and it was decided to assign them for this reason to the



phases already set up at Snaketown.' However, these sherds

were replaced in their sacks for future checking should the

material not continue its correlation. The material from the

entire trench was analyzed in this manner, and in no way did

it differ from that of Snaketown other than for the addition

of a few new elements of design.

Sherds from the Estrella through Sacaton Phases were

represented, Gila Butte by far outnumbering them all. The

Estrel].a and Sweetwater sherds wore extremely scarce and

appeared only at the base of the trench in blocks that showed

the greatest percentage of Snaketown Phase sherds. The Gila

Butte Phase material capped the above three phases.

Above the Gila Butte blocks a lesser number of Santa

Cruz and Sacaton sherds were encountered, The chronology

here could be only partially determined since Santa Cruz was

present on the top of the mound in greater percentage than

Saoaton, while it decreased but was still present along the

fringes of the mound where Sacaton was heavier.

SNAKETOWN CHRONOLOGY

-15-

Period Phase Time
Classic Civano 1300-1400

S oho 1100-1300
Sedentary Santan 1000-1100

Sacaton 900-1100
Colonial Santa Cruz 700-900

Gi].a Butte 500-700
Pioneer Snake town pre-500

Sweetwater
Es trella
Vahki
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Site 12, north of Mesa, was then selected to check the

chronology of Snaketown and Site 1. The results were the

same - Snaketown through Sacaton Phases were represented

in the order mentioned above.

A second trench was then put through at Site 1 at right

angles to the first and directed close to its center blocks.

This trench substantiated the chronology in that Gila Butte

was found at the bottom and Santa Cruz between it and Sacaton.

A third trench followed still later in the same position

as the second but it approached the first trench from the

opposite side. Here again Gila Butte was capped by Santa

cruz and Sacaton respectively. Above the Sacaton blocks,

however, and extending to the surface, the Classic Period was

represented by red types and polychromes, but in the reverse

order to that which had been set up. The Civano Phase was

capped by Soho.

It might be well to remark here that by the time the

third trench was run through this mound a number of other

tests had been made near Mesa to substantiate the earlier

phases; this was also done near Higley, where the material

removed played an important part in the breakdown of the

Classic red types. As a result, the breakdown of the reds

had been used in the analysis of the third trench. Thus,

when this reverse stratigraphy was encountered, it seemed

possible that the breakdown of the red ware was in error.

Two possible solutions were considered: reverse strati-

graphy, because of the prox1mity of the Classic compound from



1Gladwin, H. S., 1928.

-17-

which debris may have been taken and placed on the trash

mound in reverse order, or an error in the breakdown of the

reds.

With this in mind the data on Site 38 was reviewed as

well as the material removed from the compound at Pueblo

Grande by Hayden. Always the Civano types occurred above the

Soho. This was checked against the stratigraphic pier that

was in process of excavation at the time under Ezell and again

the rod typos checked: Soho capped by Civano except for a

few cases, probably the result of occupational disturbance.

With this evidence and with perusual of the literature

1
concerning other Classic sites , the situation in trench 3 at

Pueblo Grande was considered to be one of reverse strati-.

graphy. Later work in Classic trash mounds supported this

supposition.

In this manner the chronology of the Salt River Valley

was checked and found to correlate with that of other sites

in the Gus-Salt region. The fact that all phases from Snake-

town through Givano were present in one mound simplified our

problem. Other mounds trenched compared favorably with it in

all respects as to chronology. The time element as gathered from

intrusives and association also agreed with that of Snake-.

town, but little evidence was uncovered concerning the

phases prior to Gila Butte namely, the Pioneer Period.



FIELD SURVEY

The field work in the Salt River Valley was enlight-

ening because of the varietl of cultiral manifestations re-

vealed and discouraging in the light of the tremendous

amount of damage inflicted by vandals on the prehistoric

sites remaining.

The problem of vandalism in the vicinity of Phoenix

appears to assume greater proportions than elsewhere in the

state due to the fact that there are a great number of sites

in the valley that can be reached within from a few minutes

to an hour's drive from the city; that the winter tourists
are willing to buy the specimens so obtained; that the local

collectors desire to enrich their collections; that the

digging is easy; that the sites are mainly on private land;

and that there is no law or attempt by the local people to

curtail such practices.

Agricultural expansion, building activities, and highway

extensions have played their part in leveling many sites.

However, during the course of the survey, directors of these

operations have cooperated where possible so that surveys

and some stratigraphic work were accomplished before the

affected areas were leveled. On many occasions specimens en-

countered in the course of developmental operations were

brought in.

-18-
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Method

In order to accurately locate the sites encountered

and establish quick contact with the owners of land, section

maps of the Gila-Salt meridian, showing the ownership and

location of property, were copied in the assessor's office,

Vith these as guides in the field, sites were spotted on

the master map with little trouble. A survey form was

filled out at each site, the data being standardized In form
recording the site number, type of site, location, drainage,

description, sketch, date, a section map, and remarks as to

the country, water, etc. A collection was made at each site

Including sherds, shell, stone, and bone wherever possible.

If the site contained many features, separate collections

were made at each to insure a broader scope as well as a

clearer story of the site.

The features encountered on the survey are discussed In

the following pages with a brief sketch of their history,

description, and interpretation, as well as references to

other sources forming the basis of organization.

Map 1 shows the location of the sites by number while

Appendix I contains information pertaining to the type and

number of features plus the phases represented at each site.

CANALS (Plates I and II)
History

Prehistoric canals were first noted In the desert region

of the Southwest by Kino when he visited Casa Grande in 1694,



and since his time many references have been made to them.

Those in the Salt River Valley were first mentioned by men

sent into this region on surveys and inspection or military

posts, General J. E. Ruslirig remarked about them in 18671

as did William H. Pierce,2 Early settlers made use of sections

3of the prehistoric canals for their irrigation, Patrick

was the first to record these features on paper, gathering

data on them from 1878 to 1903 at which time he published
4

the results of his survey. Purney worked from 1887 through

1929, publishing a map of the canals as well.6

Statistics

The various statistics regarding the prehistoric canal

systems have been gathered together and incorporated in

Appendix II.

A rough average of the prehistoric data excluding

some extremes would show 135 to 150 miles of canals, the

longest of which ranged from 12 to 14 miles, serving from

100,000 to 240,000 acres, and supporting a population of

80,000 to 200,000 people.

1Turney, 0, A., 1929, p.3.

2lbid,, p. 4.

3Purney, 0. A., 1929, pp. 51-52. See also lodge, F. W.,
1893, p. 327; and Mc0lintock, J. H., 1921, p. 214.

4Patrick, H. R., 1903.

5Turney, 0. A., 1929, p. 53,

6Ibid., facing p. 12,
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Comparing this to the data on modern canals up to 1920,

the aggregate is between 140 to 240 miles of main canals

serving from 90,000 to 300,000 acres, supporting a population
1

of 10,000 to 90,000 people.

Such a comparison is all well and good but a number of

points must be considered. Were these canals contemporaneous?

Did the natives cultivate as much land per person as do the

modern farmers? It is obvious they could not when implements

and methods are considered. Therefore, any estimate of the

prehistoxic population based on present day data is futile.

One must also remember that they had no domestic animals to

feed and that their crops, as far as we know, were not as

many and varied as are those of the present. Presumably they

did not export any of their foods, or if they did, it was not

on such a scale as is carried out today, At present, more than

fifty percent of the valley population is gaining a living

in non-agricultural fields. Not knowing and having no means

of estimating the number of non-agricu1turaists among the

prehistoric people, any estimate is seriously handicapped.

Survey

To return to the canals, none was trenched to determine

its phase association, as the stratigraphio work was restricted

to trash mounds. However, field observations were made which,

coupled with earlier work in this region, throw further light

on the subject.

1Figures supplied by T. A. Hayden, Chief Ass't. Engineer
of the Water Users Association, Phoenix.
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Map 1 illustrates the extent of prehistoric irrigation

in the valley. Both the present canals and the prehistoric

correlate well with the topography of the country. Many of

the canals represented on the map are now non-existent due

to agricultural leveling and the spread of real estate im-

provements since the time of recording.

First, let it be said that Turney's canals as mapped are

longer in a number of cases than they actually are in the

field.1 This enters in to account for his high figure of

240 miles of canals.

The northernmost canal running through T2N, R1E is

approximately four miles too long, the last portion mentioned

being upgrade. Patrick, whose map2 is earlier and from whom

Turney drew much of his information, shows the canal in

question ending in the middle of R2E. Patrick has a small

spur coming off the main canal in the northeast corner of

TiN, R2E which Turney fails to record. Just south of this

spur is a canal some four miles in length which Turney, but

not Patrick, notes. T2N, R3E contains two short attempts to
3

run around a knoll before a tl4rd trial was successful, In

the southwest portion of T2N, R5E are three canals representing

attempts to go around a gully, all of which failed because

of the grade, Just west of them are two more failures.

Finally the gully was filled and the crossing was made into

Turney, 0. A., 1929, p. 72.

J. H., 1921, p. 226,

3Patrick, H. R., 1903, p. 6.
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the southeast corner of T2N, R4L1 Four small spurs,

totaling about five miles, in TiN, R4E are shown by Turney

but not by Patrick. A maze of canals which corresponds to

those surveyed by the Hemenway expedition (40 miles of which

Patrick does not include) are recorded on Turney's map

south of Tempe.

In the above, some 53 more miles of canals are re-

corded by Turrtey than by Patrick, this accounting for the

majority of the 79 miles over the other estimates.

Cons true tion

Of the canals recorded only about seven miles out of the

total were failures. Exactly how these natives managed to

construct them without the aid of instruments is not known.

They may have introduced water into the canal to watch the

direction of flow at intervals along the way much in the

same maimer as we use a level today to determine the grade.

Canals may be traced along the desert in many places,

their banks often being littered with hammerstones and

broken stone hoea. The use of the latter plus stone shovels

and wooden shovels as mentioned by Fewkea2 is the only

present known evidence of the method of removing dirt in the

construction of the canals. The excavated material may

have been carried away by means of baskets, blankets, or

1Patrick, H. H., 1903, p. 6. See also Turney, 0. A.,
1929, P. 49.

2
Fewkes, J. W., 1912, p. 146.
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1
rough litters.

Some of the canals have been trenched in the past and

exhibit a variety in size, Hod.ge mentions one at Los

Muertos 30 feet across at the top and four feet wide at the
base, In all being seven feet deep. He adds that three feet

below the bank there was a bench three feet wide on either

side,2 This may represent an accumulation of silt as our

1Pima legends tell how the dirt was loosened by means
of digging sticks and thrown out by hand, They also record
failures concerning the correct grade.

Mr. P. A. Hayden, Ass't. Chief Engineer for the Salt
River Valley Water Users Association, makes the following
statement concerning the probable method of construction in
a letter to the author dated December 19, 1939:

"1 do not find it difficult to visualize the building
of these canals with handle-less stone hoes and baskets
and no engineering skill. The problem of determining the
ditch grade could readily be solved by starting at the
river and admitting water as construction proceeded. By
digging a comparatively small ditch at first, the water
would not only show the proper grade but also soften the
earth so that the excavation would be easy with hoes of
stone or even with sticks or bare hands. By beginning with
a small ditch the work could be strung out C or a long
distance and men. . . employed along the entire length.
Give me 500 men and I will dig 15 miles of 6-ft. ditch
with such tools In a year or give me 100 men and I will
build 3 miles In a year. The probabilities are that the
first ditch was only a foot or two wide and that its
depth and width were increased as needed. It is most
unlikely that a 50-ft. ditch 6 ft. deep would be under-
taken as an original project. (In direct opposition to
this Is the Snaketown canal, the first canal being
largest and the later ones smaller). Such a ditch would
contain 70,000 cu. yds. to the mile and, assuming that one
man could move cu. yd. per day, would require 140,000
man-days or roughly a year for 500 men. On such a basis
the building of 10 or 15 miles -- much less 150 miles of
canal too Incredible to be seriously considered. But
figured on the basis of a progressive development, the
undertaking does not seem particularly difficult at all

F. W., 1893, p. 325.



present day ditches build up. However, through investigating

the soil in question, it must be determined whether these

benches were silted up or were definite construction features.

At a fork in this same canal, post holes were uncovered

along the outer banks, He postulates these as having been
3.

part of a headgate.

As to general size, Patrick mentions a large canal

75 feet across at the top, 40 feet at the base, and six feet
2

deep. Cushing mentions one 20 feet across. Matthews

records some running from 10 to 30 feet across at the top

and three to 12 feet in depth.4 One canal, at a distance

of 18 miles from the river, was 15 feet wide at the base,

25 feet at the top, and ten feet deep, the banks extending

5
five feet above the general surface. Another, near Culver

and Fourteenth Streets, Phoenix, five miles from its head,

was 93 feet wide.6 A canal south of the river and directly

south of Phoenix had banks six feet above the surrounding

desert that kept the water on its grade as it traversed a
7

low region between the head and the fields.

3Hodge, F. W., 1893, p. 325.
2
Patrick, H. R., 1903, pp.

3purney, 0. A., 1929, p. 11

4Matthews, W., 1893, p. 147

6lbid., p. 47.

6..8,

, quotes Cuahing.

5Turney, 0. A., 1929, p. 45.

7Ibid., p. 51.
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Many of these canals have been traced to the river, and,

"In all instances where the canals can be traced to the

river's bank it is found today [1903] that the present bed

of the river Is from eight to fifteen feet below the bed of

the ancient canals, To remove all doubt of his finding

the canals at the river edge Patrick remarks that, ". . .in

several instances at or near the river the excavation [of the

canal] has been In gravel and the borders of the canals are

still standing to heights varying from six to twelve feet

. . .

iater supply

There Is no evidence of the river having changed Its

course materially since the turn of the 15th century as

Matthews points out.3 However, the channel is known to

have moved from one side of the bed to the others During the

floods in 1916 and 1920 the channel was north of the river.

t present it is on the south side.4 Thus there is the

possibility that the heads now encountered ranging up to

16 feet above the present bed may not be the true heeds.

They may have extended miles further upstream, and if such Is

the case, the river cutting into its banks has erased all

traces of the original heads.

The fact that the canal beds are from eight to 16 feet

above the river bed points toward erosion1 Stream beds of

1Patrick, H. R., 1903, p. 4. 2lbid.

3Matthews, W., 1893, p. 143. 4Conversation with
Mr. T. A. Hayden.
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alluvium are eroded during floods and are again built up as

the floods subside, small channels being again eroded in

the silt beds after the flood is over, The head of water

itself loosens the soft banks. Such only occurs on a large

scale during natural or artificial dry cycles or in inter-

mittent stream: beds such as are found in the Southwest,

Turney records a canal northeast of Mesa being 26 feet
above the present bed while north of Mesa, another is 16

feet above.1 The river fall here is about 10 feet to the

mile and the difference in height in the above two, which are

about one and one half miles apart, may be so explained if

their heads were further upstream. This situation parallels

modern canals in the same area. The Highland canal heads

east of Granite Reef at an elevation of 1320 feet and

approximately four and one half miles west the river is 40

feet below the head.

Today, as always, there is a flow in the river during

the rains and this is decided cause for the removal of much

material from the bed, bringing about vertical and lateral

cutting. Patrick made his survey from 1878 to 1903 and found

the river bed eight to 15 feet below the canals. Turney re-

cords the canals of System Two that course through the region
of Phoenix today as being 16 feet above the river bed.2 How-

ever, the Grand Canal, higher than either of these, had its

Purney, 0. .,

2Ibid., pp. 4 and 48.
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head at Teinpe and the Appropriators' Canal took water about

a mile east of Tempo, yet they carry water through the re-

gion of System Two. If a few miles were eroded from their

heads, they would present a picture similar to those mentioned

above.

In 1870 and 1877, the Mormons at Mesa cleaned out and

re-used a number of the prehistoric canals, constructing

stone and brush diversion dams (that were washed out by

winter and spring floods) to lead water into these canals,1

No mention is made of deepening the beds only repair.

This situation is evidence that the water in the river was

high enough in the 1870's to be made to enter the old canals

with brush headgatos. In short, the water level was at or

nearly at the same level as in prehistoric times. All that

was necessary was to extend the heads further upstream.

Hence, if the river contained water equal to that of pre-

historic times in the 1870's and if surveys in the late

19th century record canal beds eight to 16 feet above the

river bed, there is only one answer, Cutting, mostly lateral,
has removed the true canal heads. The varying heights of

each canal bed in relation to the stream bed can thus be ex-

plained by the fact that the distance between its present

head and its true head has been erased by lateral rather

than by vertical cutting.

There is a curious circumstance that might be mentioned

in passing. The present canals below Joint Head receive

McClintock, J. H., 1921, pp. 213-214.
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their waters from the live channel of the river which is

below the general level of the bed, the river itself being

dry over the main part of its width, This water is from re-

turn seepage, sub-surface flow passing the diversion dams

(which do not extend to bed rock) and from canal waste. There

is no evidence to show that the prehistoric canals along this

western portion of the river did receive their water from a

lower depth than did those further upstream, that is, from

beneath the river bed. These, like the others, took water

from, the river itself, pointing to a good supply of water

during some time throughout the extent of their use. The

fact that this western part of the river could have flowing

water in it due in part to return seepage as in 18891 adds

to thi8 belief. If the water table was high in prehistoric

times, these western canals could have drawn their supply from

a flowing stream even though canals higher up had practically

taken all the flow at their headings. As in modern times the

canals upstream would take water first regardless of whether

enough was left for others lower down who may have had an

older right. But brush and rock dams could not completely

dry the channel, so some always got by. Even with the

pumping system employed to lower the water table today, water

rises a short distance west of Phoenix, and when the pumps

are idle in winter the flow is considerable.

The river alone without reservoirs upstream could not

1Farish, T. E., 1889, pp. 15-16.



supply all of the present canals, so if the prehistoric

canals were contemporaneous, it implies either a greater

quantity of water than at present (though one must consider

that their canals may not have carried loads comparable to

those of the present), or that the supply was the same as

today and that a high water table aided in supplying the

western canals. If, however, the canals were not contemp-

oraneous, then a supply such as is available now was more

likely to be sufficient for the various canals in use. The

mileage of canals has little to do with the area irrigated.

The size, grade, capacity, and waier available control the

area. The length of the ancient canals means nothing because

it is not known how many were used at the same time.

Also to be considered Is the fact of waterlogging. In

regions where irrigation is practiced this is of vital

importance. For example:

Fifteen years ago the place CFresno Colonywas a
desert, and water could not be reached at a less
depth than forty, and from that to eighty feet. .

Nater can now [1886) be struck anywhere on the
plain at a depth of ten feet, and in many places at
sIx feet. CArea cultivated - 60,000 acres) . . . One
of the largest vineyards has not been watered in two
years, and the owner has actually been compelled to
dig ditches to a depth of sIx feet to drain his landl

Another source remarks in 1889:

In the Salt River Valley since irrigation began, [1867]
the water has risen nearer to the surface by forty
feet. . . The Salt River, below where the main canals
are taken, from the middle of LViay to the middle of
July, when the river Is usually at Its lowest stage, 2
has rather Increased than diminished Its flow of water.

Hamilton, P., l886b, p. 12. 2Farish, T.E.,l889,pp.15-16.
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Water logging occurred in Tempe as cited by Turney:

.Jas. Goodwin and t1is brothers cleared the brush
and leeched out these salts by flooding and changed
this alkalied. ground into choice farms. Owing to
an impervious stratum to the west of these lands,
they became waterlogged after thirty years of use,
and a drainage ditch was constructed,1-

Water logging began in the area south of the U. S.

Indian school about fifty years after modern irrigation

began, being relieved only by pumping.2

In 1920, irrigation in the area now comprising the

Salt River Valley Irrigation Project had raised the ground
3

water so much that the land had been injured.

A contour map of l9O3 shows the water table ranging

from 10 to 15 feet below the surface at the river's edge

to 125 feet in the vicinity of the Phoenix Mountains. As

one goes away from the river or upstream, the water table

becomes deeper. The contour lines roughly parallel the

river with one exception, that being in the vicinity of

Tempe. This is caused by an underground barrier5, probably

the same one referred to by Turney. Another bit of evidence

for this is the fact that there was permanent water in the

river up to the Tempe Canal in 19036, it having been backed

up and raised by the impervious layer below.

1Turney, 0. A., 1929, p. 4. 2Ibid,, p. 44.

3Census of the U. 3., 1924, p. 60, 4Lee, 1. T., 1905,

5lbid., p. 125. Formed by Tempe Butte-South Mountain
chain.

6Ibid., pp. 121-122.
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Because of the lack of a pumping system, the prehistor-

los undoubtedly encountered difficulties with water logging.

They may have had drainage ditches, but there is no evidence

of them. The fact that alkali flats were encountered through-

out the valley by the pioneers in the 19th century testifies

that the natives were trotbled with the condition of water-

logging. These flats were created by an overabundance of

salt carried into the soil by water. The water contained

these salts in solution and through permeation Into the soil

and evaporation these elements wore dropped.1 When sufficient

salts were concentrated in any given area, only the hardiest

of vegetation survived. Agriculture would be impossible.

This condition may have caused the natives to move from

one area to another when the land was so affected. Migra-

tion, if such was the case, would probably have been from

west to east as the lower lands are usually irrigated and

waterlogged first.

Discussion

When all the evidence is sifted, only one condition

satisfactorily answers all the points considered; that of

non-contemporaneity of the canals plus the factor of

waterlogging.

Alkali flats as encountered by the pioneers are proof

of waterlogging in prehistoric times. The fact that the

10f 100,000 parts of water, 132 are solid, Of these
77.6% is salt. Crenshaw, 3. W., 1911, p. 46,
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Mormons could still use these old canals as late as 1870

points to a water level in the river comparable to that

of prehistoric times. It is also known that the Salt

River cannot supply all of the modern canals of approxi-

mately the same mileage and location as those of the Hoho-

kam, if it were not for the reservoirs upstream, Thus,

it would have been impossible for the prehistoric canals

to have been contemporaneous. The available quantity of

water in those days may have been greater, and If so,

there is still doubt that it would have been sufficient.

The Salt River, excluding the reservoirs, giving a 100 per-

cent supply of water would only be sufficient for 20,000

acres of land or less. The problem of the varying heights

of the canal beds above the river bed probably will never

be absolutely settled In detail. It is known that floods

in the late 19th century removed the modern canal headings,

and thus it was possible for the same to have happened to

those of prehistoric times. How far the ancient canal

heads extended upstream is anyone's guess. However, lat-

eral erosion better explains the varying heights rather

than the deepening of the river since their abandonment

when the Mormon situation is considered.

Thus, from the above discussion, it seems that the

canals were not contemporaneous, but were constructed at

separate intervals because of the factors of waterlogging

and attempted new developments.
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Though little archaeological excavation has been con-

ducted on canals, two have been investigated recently in

an attempt to determine the time element among other things.

One, at Snaketown, was assigned to the Gila Butte and Santa

Cruz Phases, and the other, at Pueblo Grande, to the

Sacaton Phase. The proximity of the Classic compounds 0108e

to the ends of many canals suggests that the inhabitants

made use of these canals in Classic times. Thus, there is

some archaeological data to support the evidence of non-

contemporaneity.

These canals represent a tremendous undertaking on the

face of it if they were constructed within a short space of

time, but like a trash mound, they may represent a relatively

short project undertaken by many people or a long task

accomplished by few. If the canals were not contemporaneous,

the size of the undertaking is even less. However, this

by no means intends to belittle the work of the prehistorios

whose irrigation works are admired by all who have seen them.

Consid,erable work is necessary before any definite con-

clusions may be set up. The question of the time element

can only be settled by trenching. When this is done, the

picture of canals in the valley during prehistoric times

will be much clearer.
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CEREMONIAL GROTTOS

Two ceremonial grottos were encountered during the

survey, one in Echo Canyon in the Camelback Mountains, and

the other in Maricopa Butte.

The former site (Site 15) was a large open cave with

the mouth opening to the northwest, Souvenir hunters have

plundered this site and even went so far as to use screens

in their work so as not to overlook small objects. There

were a few spots that one might describe as having been

relatively untouched and it was in one of these areas that
a test was made .50 meter in depth. Beneath a thin layer

of windblown surface soil there was a large accumulation of

sandstone rook debris, material that had fallen from the

ceiling and back of the cave. This rested on what appeared

to be a layer of mountain sheep dung and bat guano con-

taining cane cigarettes. These were made from short lengths

of reeds cut on each side of the joint and loaded with bits

of barks or herbs. All of the above rested upon another

thin stratum of windblown material containing an occasional

reed. This stratum lay on the cave floor proper.

Informants who have known of this cave for a number of

years report that the vandals removed hundreds of reeds

similar to the above described and that approximately one-

tenth were wrapped with cotton sashes.

The grotto at Maricopa Butte (Site 21), referred to as

Double Butte Cave by Cushing,was visited by the Hemenway
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Expedition in l887.1 The dry brush in the cave had been

fired some time prior to their visit, consuming many of

the cane cigarettes. However, a number of these as well as

other objects were removed by them and were later described

by Haury in 1934.2 His analysis brought out the fact that

these canes were filled with a woody substance impregnated

with pitch containing some tobacco as well. A good number

of the reed8 were wrapped in cotton sashes (3/4ft x 2") or

cotton cords, the former being predominant. The cane itself

was derived from Phragmetis conmxunis, a variety which formerly

grew along the Salt and Gila Rivers prior to the establish-

ment of the present irrigation system. None of these cigar-

ettes gave evidence of having been burned by ceremonial

smoking. In addition were found prayer sticks (pahos),

arrows and foreshafts, and red, blue, yellow, and black

dyed cords. Haury concludes that the traits present are

more puebloid than Hohokam after comparing the material to

known pueblo grottos, and places their time of use in

the Classic Period during the Salado occupation.

£ few years after the Hemenway visit a group of Mexi-

cans cleaned the cave of Its bat guano and in doing so

they recovered specimens similar to those described by

Haury. In 1922, Mr. King Flores found a plaque or mirror,

encrusted with thin plates of iron pyrites, wrapped in

¼aury, E. W., 1934, p. 482. Also called Bell Butte.

2lbid., pp. 482-500.
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cotton cloth and deer skin, tied with yucca cord.1 These

plaques are not found among the Pueblos but are associated

with the Hohokam, and occur in late Colonial and Sedentary

times, Thus, this cave may have had an earlier beginning,

though the plaque may have survived into the Classic Period

and may have been cached by the Salado with their Puebloid

articles,

A grotto was reported in the Eatrella Mountains, south

of Phoenix, but was not visited. From its description the

material contents were similar to the above mentioned grottos

except for the mirror, and in addition contained basketry

and arrows made of hollow reeds in which a short wooden shaft

was encased holding a stone point.2 Entrance could be gained

from either side of the mountain and passage was free from

one end to the other until a few years ago when one of the

central caverns collapsed,

Another grotto in Hieroglyphic Canyon in Phoenix Moun-

tain Park was reported to have yielded thousands of the

above described cane cigarettes.

From this scanty evidence one can only assume that those

grottos were purely ceremonial in purpose and may have been

prehistoric when considering the associated material and ab-

sence of pottery. ifaury has shown the possible Pueblo

association to which one can add the plaques to point to a

1Gladwin, II. 8., Haury, E. W.,, Sayles, E. B., and Gladwin,
N., 1937, plate cxii, opposite p. 135.

2Turney, 0. A., 1929, p. 73.



time ranging from 950 (probably later) to 1400 A. D. The

evidence as gathered from the one test made points to pre-

Oolumbian times, or at least prior to the settlement of the

valley by whites, as there is not the slightest bit of

evidence to point to the collapse of the cave during the

time of occupation of the valley since its settlement in

1866.



BALL COT.TRTS (Plate III)

History

Throughout the Hohokam area, large oval depressions

with earthen embankments have been recognized as a mani-

festation of the prehistoric peoples who inhabited, the re-

gion. Since these features were first recognized by

Cushing in 1888, they have been the object of much die-

cuasion. It was at Los Muertos in the Salt River Valley,

Arizona, that he conducted his investigation concerning the

southern culture, now known as the Hohokam. Here he en-

countered the above mentioned features, A few such ex-

tremely large depressions exhibited canal inlets and out-

lets leading Cusbing to believe that they were reservoirs.

All depressions, regardless of size or the presence or

absence of canals were from then on referred to as reser-

voirs,

Mindeleff and Fewkes encountered similar reservoirs in

the Tonto and Verde Valleys in their surveys in the closing
2

years of the 19th century.

Later, Turney noted that the larger depressions, often

one half mile long, were the only ones to contain canals as

a definite feature. On the basis of thi8, he retained the

name of reservoir for the larger types exhibiting canals and

renamed the smaller varieties sun temples. He further noted

Hodge, F.

2Mindeleff,
Fewkes, J.

SW., 1893, p. 329.

C., 1896, pp. 179-261.
W., 1912, pp. 25-179.
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that the sun temples could be broken down into two types:

a large oval having end units, the whole being 61 to 91

meters long by 30 to 45 meters in width and having an east-

west orientation along the long axis; and a small type

running from 27 to 33 meters in length and 15 to 24 meters

in width oriented in a north-south direction along the long

axis.

In 1918, the small depression at Casa Grande was

trenched by Pinkley revealing prepared sides and a floor,

He ran similar tests at a depression in the Adamsville ruin

and at a site six miles east of Casa Grande, both of which

revealed a sloping side wall and a prepared floor, the latter

being the only one to have a center markers This marker was

a large stone resting on bits of shell and turquoise in the

center of the floor.1 No further investigations were made

until 1935, at which time Gila Pueblo excavated two de-

pressions at the site of Snaketown. Again the sloping side

walls, in some places retaining the original plaster, and a

center stone plus end markers, were uncovered in the pre-

pared floor.2

This data was compared with that of a feature in Middle

Merica, the traits of which were so strikingly similar -

the ball court. Counterparts of the Central American type

Pinkley, F. H., 1935a, pp. 385-389; 1935b, pp. 455461.

2Gladwin, H. S., et a].., 1937k pp. .36-43.
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were exithibited in those of the Southwest to a remarkable

degree. On the basis of this, these Southwestern features

became known as ball courts, the larger type being called

the Snaketown type and the smaller, the Casa Grande type.

Their identity established, these courts began to show

up on field surveys. Soon it was realized that they were

not restricted to the Gila Basin and Verde and Tonto Valleys.
1

Forty-six in all were encountered throughout the state.

Description (Appendix VII)

The excavations of Pinkley, Gila Pueblo, and the

Museum of Northern Arizona revealed certain features in the

two ball courts that were definitely associated with one or

the other. The large east-west court with rounded end units

contained three stone markers along the long axis of the

floor, and this court was associated with the Colonial Period.

The smaller north-south oval had exits at each end that led

on to platforms, contained markers, not necessarily of stone,

in its floor, and was found to occur in the Sedentary and

Classic Periods. The time association was further sub-

stantiated in the case of the Casa Grande type by the

association with culture dating from 1000 into the 1100's

A. D. in the Flagstaff region.

Comparison to Middle America

When the material traits of the Southwestern courts are

compared to those of Middle America, no extreme differences

Data on file In the Arizona State Museum.
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are noted. The Mayan courts in general apparently had no

fixed orientation, were capital I in shape; the playing

floor ranged from 18 to 90 meters in length, the all over

length reaching as high as 150 meters, The width between

the sloping walls ran from 15 to 20 meters, while a small

terrace skirted the base of the wall. Occasionally three

stones were set in the long axis of the floor.1

The Hohokam courts of early times differed in having

a definite east-west orientation, a modified I-shape with

the ends of the playing floor and the end units being

rounded, and in the absence of a terrace along the base of

the wall. The size of the structure, sloping walls, three

markers,. and the modified I-shape, however, compare favor-

ably.

The late Eohokam type is similar to the early but is

smaller, oriented north-south, and has exits at each end

that lead into platforms.

A comparison is made between the courts of the Old

Mayan Empire, which Blom believes to have been the earliest

in middle Mierica,2 and the early ilohokam type (Figure 1).

The Mayan courts, both among the early and late types

do not exhibit any particular orientation while those of

the Southwest reveal a definite east-west line-up. Did

environment enter into the picture? The walls were appar-

Haury, E. W., 1937, p. 45. See Blom, F., 1932.

2Blom, F., 1932, pp. 487-530.
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ently not sufficiently high to keep the sun out of an

individual's eyes within the floor area proper in either

the Southwest or Middle Amerjca,. If the courts in both

regions were used for the game described as found among the

Mayans upon the arrival of the Spanish, the matter of div-

erting the sun from the players' eyes by orientation would

not have been of any avail at first glance. However, when

one notes the difference in latitude, some 16 degrees, there

is an element to be considered. Middle America is closer to

the equator and because of this fact, the sun's rays come

from more directly overhead and would not tend to blind the

players other than in the early morning or late evening in

an east-west court. In the Southwest, however, the rays are

directed at an angle from the south and would affect any

play in a north to south direction. Thus, even play con-

ducted on the ground would be a disadvantage to the con-

testants facing south. With an east-west court this dis-

advantage would be abolished, and the sun would not affect

attempts to place the bali. through the ring as such shots

would be made at an angle slightly off the east-west line.

In this manner, the disadvantage of having to compete against

the sun would be minimized to late afternoon and the early

morning.

The well known use of orientation in Mayan architecture

compared to the apparent lack of such a practice among the

Hohokam is upsetting when ball courts are considered as in
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its case the situation is in reverse, There is always the

poasibility that the trait of Oriented architecture may have

diffused northward with the ball court and through accornpani-

ment may have been combined. Yet no other evidence of

architectural orientation is evident among the Hohokam,

The Mayan game was intimately connected with religion

and was found in most towns of note. If the game had simi-

lar connections in the Southwest, a definite orientation may

have resulted from a local belief. However, there is the

sudden change in the late courts to be faced. If one postu-

lates the first orientation as due to a belief, then one will

jump into deep water trying to explain the second change in

orientation on the basis of religious bel1efs.

In no way, other than as an attempt to keep the direct

rays of the run out of the contestants' eyes can environment

be the reason for orienting any open structure unless the

topography is such as to make it necessary. It seems plaus-

ible to explain the above by environment, though the later

change offers considerable trouble if the same reasoning is

used.

Diffusion of the ball court plus the idea of architect-

ural orientation moving together and being combined is

feasible, but cannot be shown because of its intangible

nature. The fact that the Mayans prescribed no orientation

to their courts and that the Hohokam revered no such trait

as orientation is the disturbing factor.
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Of course there is the possibility that the first court

erected In the Southwest was oriented east-west and the other

courts were fashioned after it.

There Is also the question of local influences re-

garding this situation. The game may have taken on added

significance In the Southwest and this trait may have been

Incorporated as a portion of the observance.

However, when one can make use of environment over an

Intangible trait, it is probably better to place the weight

of judgment upon the former.

The general shape of the court proper is that of an

oval at the ends of which are semi-circular units. Haury

describes this as a modified I-shape.1 In contrast to this

is the capital I-shape (rectangular court and rectangular

end units), exhibited by the Mayan courts.

This difference can most simply be explained by en-

vironment through the choice of material. It would be ex-

tremely difficult to build corners with piled up earth of

which the Hohokam constructed their embankments, The use

of stone facing2 by the Mayans enabled the construction of

corners and a small terrace along the foot of the court walls,

both of which are lacking in the Southwest. The sloping

plastered walls of the Hohokam were more probably the result

of the material used rather than diffusion.

aury, E. V., 1937, p. 45.

2Blozn, F., 1932, p. 507.
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Over-all length up to 150m.
Excavated floor length 18 to 90m.
Unexcavated " 18 to 9Oni.

Over-all width 15 to 20m.
Floor width 15 to 20 m.
Depth to fill
Depth to floor 3 to 3.5m,

83.5 to2l2Om.
56m.

54. to 67m.
24. to 45i,
18. to 20m.
1.8 to 4,5in,

4.m.2

Exact size was no object within either area. This

same variation can be shown with any prehistoric archi-

1See Appendix III for further data.

one Snaketown type court excavated to date.

The flOOrs of the Mayan courts were flat while those

of the Southwest tended to be slightly depressed toward the

center, The use of earth as a material fox' construction would

cause such an effect, since material would wash and drift

from the sloping embankinents onto the floor proper and would

be deposited in greater quantities along the fringes of the

walls. Continual trampling by the players would pack the

foreign material down and the floor would thus appear slightly

depressed, though in reality the edges were raised.

Stone markers, one in the center of the playing floor
and one at each end close to the opening leading to the

end units, are features of both areas, probably an element

of direct diffusion since they had a definite functional use

in the game,

When direct measurements are considered, there is a

variance in size between the two areas as well as within

each area.

TRAIT OLD EMPThE SNAKETOWN
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teotural structure. General size was the main item. Thus,

variation in size can be put down as a local development,

Annexations to the embankment of the Hohokam courts

were the result of environment erosion of the walls, The

use of stone by the Mayans nulif led such action and addi-

tions in the way of repair were not necessary.

Stone rings, so often encountered in the courts of the

New Empire, are lacking in those of the Old Empire as well

as among those of the Southwest, Documentary evidence of

portable, and probably perishable, rings is encountered in

the Popu]. Vuh; ". . .bring their instruments, their rings,

their gloves, and also their ball.
1

This trait probably was retained by the Hobokam as

evidence of rings is lacking. Had they known of stone rings

they would have been seriously handicapped architecturally

to have erected a support for such objects.

Oviedo describes the ball as used by the Middle Ameri-

can players as being made of 'roots of trees and herbs and

juices and mixture of wax and pitch." It was boiled to

make a paste and then shaped. When d.ry, it became spongy.2

The Hobokam may have manufactured a like conconction or made

use of their own ingenuity In making their balls,

None of the above described Middle American balls has

been recovered archaeologically In Central America, but one

was found near Toltec, Arizona at a Hohokam site of the

Blom, F., 1932, p. 513.

2Oviedo y Va].des, GonzalO Fernandez de, 1851-55, p. 165.
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Sedentary Period.1 Analysis revealed it ws a natural,

unrefined, and unvulcanized rubber hydrocarbon containing

resins, waxes, and organic insoluable materials in prop-

ortions similar to rubber obtained from rubber-bearing

plants of North America,"2

This ball was found in a small jar with other arti-

facts of the Sedentary Period,3

Pinkley informed Haury of a similar find at Casa

Grande National Monument, This has since disappeared,4

Whether these balls were traded from Mexico or manu-

factured locally is not definitely known though the above

analysis tends to support the latter. However, their pres-

ence is fairly well established, That all balls used in

the game were of a rubber-like material is a moot problem.

The Hohokam could well have evolved a satisfactory substitute.

When the above discussion is briefed, the following

results are obtained:

MAYAN TRAITS S OUTh WES TEEN TRAITS

Diffusion Environment
Court x
Capital I-shape modified I
Material stone face plaster face
Floor flat slightly depressed
Center stone x
End stones x
Portable rings x
Prepared ball x
Orientation x
Annexation repair of erosion

Note: x present on walls

Haury, E. W., 1937, p. 282-286.

Ibid., p. 286. 3lbid., p. 282, p. 287.
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From this, it Is seen that all traits may be placed
under diffusion except those concerned with the material
used and orientation, both of which were In all Probability
the result of environment. The material employed in con-
struction In the SOuthwest accounts for all the above vari-
ations other than orientation,

Late Courts

In the Sedentary Period a change is Seen in ball courts,

The above described early court was discarded and a new

type Supplanted it.

This court (Figure 1) was smaller and the end units

were replaced by platforms, the whole being oriented In a

north-south direction.

The change in the court is obvious and may have been

connected with a change in the game, though the reason for

this Is not apparent.

The supplanting of end units by platforms j a feature

that may never be fully e.xp].ained. ihatever the cause, It

was probably closely connected with the use of the court or

the game proper. A revision concerning the play may have

nulified the use of end units, and the platforms may repre-

sent a retention of a part of the early ceremony or game.

No evidence Is available to explain this change.

However, when one considers all the trait changes, the

sudden contraction in size, coupled with the degeneration

of the end units and the change In orientation, it appears

that there was some sort of revision in the game proper.



2Blom, F., 1932, p. 503.
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Further evidence of a local development in the change of

the ball court types is found in the floor markers, Tur-

quoise, shell, and pottery replaced the stone markers of

the Snaketown type courts though stone still occurs in the

late type.

From the foregoing one realizes that the evidence is

rather flimsy concerning the reason for the change in types,

but the cause is more apparent when one considers all of

the changes as a group rather than individually. The changes

in the game itself seem a more logical explanation than

would diffusion from no one knows where (possibly northern

Mexico) or environment.

Survivals

There is little left today in the way of survival of

this game among the Indians, though an occasional simil-

arity Is encountered. The following references are noted:

PIMA - disbarment of a player if the ball is touched
with his hands,1

OPATAS, T4RAR1JMARES, NAYARIT - In 1765, these groups
in northcentral Mexico were playing a game
similar to that s played in the Middle
American oourts.'

ACAXEE - a ball game encountered in northern Mexico
made use of a rubber ball, a specially pre-
pared court, the element of heavy betting, a
complex ceremonial connection, possible re-
ligious features, and the ruling of not
touching the ball with the hands, A point was
scored when the ball touched the ground. No
goals were used.3

1Russell, F., 1908, pp. 172-173.

3Beals, R. L., 1932, p.113.
Beals, R.L.,1933, pp. 11-13,
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TRIBE IN MAZATLAN - Dr. ffermann Beyer heard from a
Mr. Kurt Habnel that a tribe near Mazatlan
still play a game called "ollirnani." This
name is similar to the Nahua word t1fljjj"
which means "player of this game (playing
ball with the buttocka)."-

Distribution

The accompanying map (Map 2) shows the distribution

of both types of ball courts in Arizona, the present known

area of their occurrence. The early type is found only in

the Hohokam area, occurring in the Gila Basin, the Santa

Cruz valley, and the San Pedro. The Casa Grande type is

concentrated in two regions, the Gila Basin and Flagstaff

area. A scattering between these two areas in the Verde

Valley and an additional group along the Santa Cruz account

for the majority of the remaining. A few isolated occurr-

ences in the southeastern portion of the state may or may

not be significant depending upon the time element which can

only be determined by excavation.

Thus, it seems that in early times the Snaketown type

was restricted to the Hohokam; and the Casa Grande type

(developed in the Gila Basin) diffused northward in the

900's to the Anasazi through the Verde and reached the

Flagstaff area in the 1000's. It also moved to the south-

east about the same time.2

That some of the Hohokam migrated north is shown by the

occurrence of their culture at Winona. That all courts in

based.

1Blom, F., 1932, p. 503.

2Appendix III and IV contain the data on which this is
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the north were a result of individual group movements is
out of the question since most sites, where ball courts do
occur in the northern region, exhibit a lack of Hohokam

traits.

There is the possibility that this single Hohokam
group that migrated to inona where they constructed a
ball court, may have been the cause of the spread of this
trait in northern Arizona
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COMPOUNDS (Plato IV)

Survey

The largest prehistoric living quarters in the valley

are compounds, so-called because of their layout a large

mound containing rooms, the whole of which is surrounded

by a wall.

These features, with or without compound walls, are

known to occur from Tucson west to the junction of the Salt

and Gila Rivers, north along the Tonto to Rye Creek and the

Verde, and south along the Gila; in the mountains, valleys,

and flats with or without irrigation associated, being great-

est in their numbers In the Salt River Valley.

The statistics concerning their size, location, and

orientation in the Salt River Valley are incorporated in

appendix V. These structures range between 32 to 160

meters in length, 30 to 89 meters In width, and stand from

1.5 to 12 meters In height. In some cases the compound

walls may be seen standing slightly above the surface. In-

side the compound walls and abutting the mound proper are

contiguous rooms whose floors rest on the old ground sur-

face, the thick walls being constructed of mud, some of

which contain large unshaped limestone and decomposed granite

rocks acting as fillers. There is no evidence of coursing

in this type of wall. The retaining walls encompassing the

mound proper are composed chiefly of these latter materi-

als and are over one meter thick.

No compounds in the valley have been fully excavated



and as a result little is known other than that which can

be gleaned from early excavations and the recent work at

Pueblo Grande. Drawing from the works of Fewkes at Casa

Grande, Cushing at Los 1uertos, Moorehead at Pueblo de

Lehi and Las Colinas, and Hayden and izell at Pueblo Grande,

the following evidence is presented.

Cons true tion

In brief, at Pueblo Grande a large massive-walled

rectangular building was erected in Soho times. Later it

was deliberately filled and So10 Phase Hohokam houses were

built directly on the fill as were some contiguous rooms

having post re-enforced walls, Also during this phase an

additional area was added to the mound by means of setting

up retaining walls and filling the enclosed area. During

Civano times a similar addition was made1 and contiguous

rooms were built on and about the mound. Rooms also abutted

the mound proper and the encompassing compound wall which

was set up during this phase.

Thus the entire base of the mound was composed of de-

liberate fill except for the original Soho walls of the

massive building, and occupation was restricted to the

upper levels only.

Moorehead, in discussing the excavations at Las Col-

inas, remarks:

1Only a portion of Pueblo Grande has been excavated, so
there may have been other additions, The evidence is not
complete by any means.
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When the main trench was down about three meters weobserved numerous pottery fragments, ashes, char-
coal, and broken bones,, . .No floors could be traced
and no walls found in the central cut save at the
ends. We cleaned out the central cut to the origin-
al base, exposing six meters by 19 meters, and found
little or nothing.

The west trench showed. and other objects were
found near the surface of the trench, but nothing
further down or upon the original surface save the
usual charcoal and ashes and pottery fragments. In
fact, nearly all the objects occurred near the sur-
face of the mound,

Regarding the north temple. . .seems to be a collec-
tion of small rooms built upon an original kitchen
midden at various times.

Patrick, in reviewing his tests Into compounds, says:

.but there are no evidences that any of them
were more than one story in height at any one time,
though In excavating from top downward in these
mounds, several floors have been found, several feet
apart, under which was solid earth, filled with many
fragments of pottery, shell, and charcoal.2

Schmidt, In his work at La Ciudad, found several

successive floors,3

Fewkes, in describing his work at Casa Grands, re-.

marks:

On the southwest side of this pyramid shallow ex-.
cavations revealed several cemented floors one be-
low another.. .; each of these floors contains a
well made firepit.

The existence of those floors or evidences of
rooms situated one above the other would seem to
Indicate that a considerable portion of this pyra-
mid was formed by accumulations of earth resulting
from the decay of habitations.4

'Moorehead, W. K., 1906, pp. 102-103.

2Patrick, H. H., 1903, p. 10.

3Schmidt, E. F., 1926, P. 643. 4pewkes, J.W., 1912, p.98.
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In the southwest portion of the mound at Pueblo

Grande, Hayden encountered floors down to a level of 5*6"

b@neath the top surface and from there on down encountered

deliberato fill.

Both storage and living quarters are found in the

mound proper. Fewkea mentioned living quarters in the

above quotation, and the same have been encountered at

Pueblo Grande. In addition are rooms lacking in firepits

or utensils absolutely barren -- some of which, however,

contained caches of axes, tempering material, beads, seeds,

and the like,

The mud walls of these rooms were made up of large

blocks measuring one to two meters in length, one meter

more or less in height, and about .35 to .50 meter in

thickness, the base of the wall being from .05 to .25 meter

below the accompanying floor. The blocks were apparently

restricted to this size as a caliche mud block of greater

proportions would not have been able to hold Its own weight,

but would have bulged and collapsed before drying unless

a form were employed. These blocks were made In situ in

all probability as the sides of each block always show a

definite cleavage break between Itself and that of its

neighbor, thus denoting a period of drying.3

100nversation with Mr. Julian hayden, 1939.

2Catalogued material and notes of Mr. Julian Hayden.

30bservations at Pueblo Grande and Casa Grande, 1939.
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As to the method of roof construction in the conti-

guous rooms, nothing but confusion confronts the excavator.

The post holes encountered are few and far between and when

more than one occurs within a room they are In no particular

order. ll sources remark on their comparative absence.

Posts, however, are found within walls which are of oho

Phase construction. These posts may have acted as strength-

ening agents in the wall and may also have served as beam

supports projecting out of the top of the wall. That some

of these rooms were roofed has been shown by charred beams,

branches, twigs, and mud on the floors of collapsed rooms at

Pueblo Grande.1

The Civano rooms on top of the mound and those abutting

the ground surface show no difference in construction or

use. However, those on the mound show no preconceived plan-

ning in their space arrangement. In the uajority of eases

they parallel one another, but occasionally this would not

hold. Haury, in discussing the ruins at Los Muertos, re-

marks in regard to ruin XIV that, "No better example than

this need be sought to show the lack of standardization in

room sizes and orientation."2

Large areas on the mound were apparently given over to

courts or plazas. Hayden and zell uncovered many of these

large unroofed areas the surface of which exhibited numbers

of plaster mixing bowls, a common trait of Classic times.

From notes of Mr. Julian HaTden, 1939.

2Haury, E. W., 1934, p. 66.
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These depressions, averaging about .50 meter in diamter

and .15 to .25 meter in depth, have a laminated lining of

1caliche and often contain partially mixed caliche plaster.

2
Moorehead mentions one at Pueblo Viejo.

Discussion

The plan of these compounds shows many annexations

and much rebuilding. At Pueblo Grande retaining walls are

found within the mound proper leading one to believe that

additions were made to the mound when circumstances warranted

them. Moorehead's remark of a collection of small rooms

built upon an original kitchen midden at various times

suggests this tendency.3 The presence of successive layers

of floors denotes rebuilding at intervals. Pueblo Grande

exhibits a feature which enters the sphere of annexations.

On the ground surface, at the base of and outside the orig-

inal oho building, were a number of structures. Later,

retaining walls for enlargement of the mound enclosed a

portion of these structures, and the area was deliberately

filled. Rooms were then erected on this fill. Thus, house

structures on the old surface may be contemporaneous with

structures on top of the mound.

1Described and identified in notes of Irwin and Julian
Hayden.

2Moorehead, W. K., 1906, p. 97.

3lbid., p. 102-103.
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The compound, or a contiguous roomed structure not

originally native to this valley, is a complex structure

which was subject to annexations, rebuilding, and changes,

The use of an adobe walled structure first appeared in
1

Sedentary times in the valley, This architectural dev-

elopmont most probably was inspired by the Salado archi-

tecture, though that of the boulder sites (where a stone

base was set up to about one meter in height, the whole of

which, it is postulated,2 was capped with adobe) should not

be overlooked. The ground plan and use of elevated structures

are typical traits of boulder sites. Nevertheless, the idea

apparently came in from the north. During Soho times there

was an increase in the us of walled structures, and in

Civano times the use of a compound wall was incorporated

with walled structures, the Hohokam type of architecture,

frame and earth houses, having fallen completely out of use.

1
Gladwln, W. & H. S., 1929a, pp. 5l-36.
Haury, E. W., l934, P. 43'7.
Gladwin, H. .5., 1928, p. 2?.

2Judd, N. 1926, p. 83.



STONE STRUCTURES

On the whole, masonry structures are rare in this

valley, due probably in large part to the great distances

the material would have to be transported from the mountains

to the valley proper. The great abundance of caliche and

its availability outweighed the lack of stone and the prob.

lem of transportation in the selection of material. In

all instances the stone sites encountered were in elevated

positions in the foothills, mountains, or close to a lava

flow.

Pueblo

The one pueblo encountered was a small structure

situated close to the top of a hill. It is oriented roughly

east and west, the western two-thirds containing six square

rooms and the eastern third comprising a courtyard along the
east wall of and approximately in the center of which was a

small room. Some 15 meters to the south of the southeast

corner is a rock pile, the center of which is depressed,

being similar to a mesoal pit in size, shape, and contents.

South of the structure in general, and in various places

along the hillside, are small terraces averaging two and one

half by two meters in size, being more or less rectangular

in shape.

The structure is made up of basalt rocks which were

cemented with a mud mortar, Stone artifacts were absent

and a few sherds collected were of the Classic Period (Civ-

an,o 67.9%, Soho 32.2%). This structure probably represents
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a late Salado survival.

Boulder sites SIte 3

This site is on the flood plain of the Gila River

on an elevated knoll situated about 40 meters south of

the edge of a lava flow from which the natives probably

obtained their building material. canal, to all appear-

ances prehistoric, meanders in an east-west direction be-.

tween the site and the edge of the flow. The basaltic

boulders of this flow are covered profusely with picto-

graphs.

Unshaped basalt boulders, forming walls about one

meter thick and averaging .75 meter in height, form the

outside walls of this structure (Plate V), the ground plan

being roughly square (Figure 2). The northeast quarter is

sectioned off by two similar walls to form a large room,

the northeast corner of which contains a small room.

The sherds collected were late types (Civano 72%,

Soho 16%, and Sacaton 12%), and nothing In the way of arti-

facts was seen though stone chips were present.

Site 31

This boulder site (Plate VI, Figure 2) is located on

top of a hill in the Shaw Mountains and commands an ex-

tensive view of Moon Valley to the north. The highest

walls stand about one meter, averaging about one meter in

thickness. £8 in Site 3, unshaped basalt boulders were em-

ployed., but in addition there is some evidence of small

stones having been used with mortar between the boulders.
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The whole is roughly rectangular in outline containing

smaller rooms within its walls. A number of the out-.

cropping rocks within the confines of the outer wall are

covered with piotographa.

On a ridge running off to the southwest there is a

single small rectangular structure composed of the same

material and constructed in the same fashion as the above

described.

The pottery associated was late (Civano 38.5%, Soho

12.5%, and Sacaton 50%), and again there was an absence of

artifacts.

Site 83

This site, nine miles north of Cave Creek Station,

is situated on a hill just northwest of the Lewis Ranch

and is similar to Site 31, but is on a much larger scale

and contains two boulder sites. The basalt walls average

one meter in height and are about .75 meter thick. The

encompassing wal].a enclose a number of smaller room out-

lines, the entire structure being very complex in ground

plan. East of these structures, some 100 meters, are two

rock-outlined surface structures, one circular slab-lined

pit about two meters in diameter and one square boulder-

outlined pit about two meters square. Associated with them

were trough metate fragments of fine-grained basalt, broken

slate, a few pieces of Glycymeris, bits of hematite1, and

deposit of hematite was enoowitered one-half mile

west of the site on the edge of a bluff.
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small rectangular manos of basalt, The larger boulder sites

yielded pottery alone. The site analysis revealed Civano

66.7% and Sacaton 33.%,

Fort Site 84 (Plate VII)

Approximately two miles southwest of Site 83 what

appears to all intents and purposes to be a fort was en-

countered on top of a peak that took one hour to ascend.

From this site the entire extent of Paradise Valley to the

south may be viewed. The eastern and northern edges of the

flat-.topped peak are sheer bluffs and offer no means of

egress. The western edge, though steep, was vulnerable and

it was along this side that stone walls one to one and one

half meters thick were erected. Parts of this wall still

stand as high as two meters. At intervals along this pro-

tected side are peep holes in the wall. The only means of

approach remaining is along a ridge leading up to the south

side of the peak and this has been protected as well with

a wall, Vithin the confines of the fort, close to the

western side and between the northern edge and the center, is

a rectangular room with an opening to the south.

Nothing in the way of artifacts was collected, though

informants relate having picked up considerable numbers of

arrow points. The pottery collected showed Civano 50% and

Santa Cruz 50%.

Discussion

Many sites similar to the above described boulder sites
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have been reported, but because of the distances involved

and the amount of work on hand in the valley proper, they

could not be checked. One was reported on a butte south of

Buckeye, two in the White Tank Mountains, and two in the

mountains about 35 miles north of Phoenix. Another was

reported in the mountains north of Gila Bend and an attempt

was made to check it, but because of high water in the Gila

River at the time, a crossing was out of the question and the

site was not reached. However, the above six mentioned

sites are all reported to be in mountainous areas, wliich is

a point to consider.

That these boulder sites are similar in all respects

is undeniable. All are low, yet thick-walled features,

being rectangular in outline, and containing room outlines

within the encompassing walls. Not one of them presents

evidence of their walls having once reached to a respectable

height so that they may have been roofed for domiciliary

purposes. Not one has revealed anything in the way of

artifacts other than points and stone flakes. Only in the

case of Site 83 is there an exception in the way of arti-

facts, and this is associated with the two small structures

100 meters away, Sherds are the only evidence of their

material culture, and the time association presented by them

is significant since the phases represented are late, Sacaton

1Judd, N. N., 1926, p. 83.
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through Civano. These sites are all located in the foothills
or In mountainous areas with one exception, Site 3, and
command an extensive view of the country below.

Sites of this type occur in northern Arizona along
the north rim of the Grand Canyon and extend southward,
spreading to QUa Bend In the west and to the Miinbres

2Valley In the east.
There is no doubt that the boulder sites in the vicin-

ity of the Salt River Valley are identical to those in the
Tonto Basin. Colton remarks that a boulder site in the
Flagstaff area is similar to those of the Tonto region3,
and Judd's description of those in the Grand Canyon region
tallies in all respects with the others. In fact, through-
out the Southwest, boulder sites are characterized by the
above mentioned traits. The time range in the north
(pueblo II - III) and that of the south (Sacaton - Civano)
Is Identical, running, in round figures, from 900 to
1300 A. D. in the north and 900 to 1400 A. D. in the south.

The significance of these features throughout the South-.
west Is an interesting one when such homogeneity is en-
countered over so large an area. These constructions may

have been erected for temporary purposes such as for pro-.

tection or use as an outpost, he time element becomes

Judd, N. M., 1926.

2lnforznation supplied by Dr. E. i. Haury.

3Colton, H. S., 1932, p. 32.



more than interesting in the Salt River Valley region

sinoo these features occur in the phases during which

there was so nruch cultural disturbance brought on by the

influx of a foreign peoples. Excavation and further re-i

search as to distribution and cultural associations are
necessary before any conclusions may be drawn.
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TRASH MOUNDS (Plate VIII)

The number of prehistoric rubbish heaps (called pyral

mounds by Gushing because of the number of cremations re-

covered in and about them) in the valley today represents

but a small portion of the original number. Being a relati-

vely small feature, they offered little resistance to farmers

and realtors who desired to level their land. A comparison

of Purney's map with the results of the survey completed

on this project will well illustrate what occurred in the

intervening years.

These trash mounds are of great importance in strati-

graphic work since they usually contain material that hs

been deposited in the order of its occurrence for innumerable

years. cross-section of this material by means of

trenching would thus reveal the sequence of the culture both

chronologically and typological].y, something a surface sur-

vey would not show in this type of country unless profiles

of river cuts were included. Moreover, one may not even be

sure of obtaining stratigraphy in straight excavation un-

less a superposition of structures is encountered. It was

by means of trenehing these mounds that the data concerning

the prehistory of the valley was revealed on this project.

The occurrence of trash mounds is widespread throughout

the valley. In most oases they are concentrated in groups

in close proximity to a village site. Their location in

relation to the village varies. Some sites are well dotted

with them while others contain them on one or more sides.
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There is no evidence of their having been regularly placed

on the downwind side. In fact, the natives of this valley

would have had a difficult problem in determining the

direction of the dominant wind. If the meteorology of

their day was similar to that of today, the following facts

would have had to be considered. In the evening the cool

air enters the valley from the mountains in the north, re-
placing the rising hot air in the valley. Rains come in

both from the southwest and northeast, and stiff breezes

often come up from the south.

Apparently there is no such thing as orientation con-

nected with these features other than that which resulted

from the miscellaneous dumping by the natives regulated

according to the means of approach and its rate of growth.

Site 62 contains a number of trash mounds, four of which

were tested and proved to be Sacaton in time, but there

the similarity ended. Their size, shape, and orientation

differed.

The depth of culture contained in these mounds also

is a variable factor. The number of families dumping

rubbish and the time of occupation were the main influenc-

ing factors. On occasions, the base of the mound is be-

low the original surface due to the fact that the natives

made use of depressions resulting from the collapse of

houses, pits, and natural hollows. As a rule, however, the

trench rarely went more than a meter below the present

surface before sterile hard pan was encountered.
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Few of the profiles of the trenches exhibited strati-

graphy of any sort from which one could obtain data con-

cerning the direction of growth or the correlation of the

material culture with soil changes, Trash mound 1 at Site

1 was, however, a classic example of the correlation of soil

stratigraphy and material contents,

Many sol]. lines were encountered along the east wall

of the trench, A pier was sunk through these strata, six

in all (Figure 3), with the results as shown in Appendix VI.

Notice that layer 2 and 6 were practically sterile, con-

taining approximately one tenth to one twentieth as many

sherds as the other four. These sherds may or may not have

worked in from either of the adjoining layers. It is inter-

esting to note that Santa Cruz sherds are fairly abundant

in the upper layer as well as in layer 2, and then drop off

to between 8.9 to 12.9% in those below, while Gila Butte

sherds hold an inverse proportion. This compares favorably

with the analysis of the material removed from the trench.

Two Gila Butte houses were encountered in layer 6 as well as

a small Snaketown deposit further south of this particular

cut and at slightly lower level than the houses.

iUth these mounds one can derive a relative chronol-

ogy by soil stratigraphy if present, or by superposition;

work out associations that can be fairly accurately placed

in time as gleaned from intrusives; make a quick chronologi-

cal study of the artifacts and compare them typologically

as well; and can speedily reveal the culture of the various
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phases and periods by means of the material removed.

Straight excavation itself will reveal the other missing

traits - namely, houses, roasting pits, and complete

artifacts - all of which are often encountered at the base

of a trash mound as occurred at Sites 1, 12, and 62.

Cremations are often uncovered in and around these mounds.

Thus, by stratigraphio trenching one can combine the sali-

ent features of a surface survey and excavation when time

or funds are lacking for a major excavation,

Why the Hohokain discarded their rubbish in this manner

is a subject to question. The earliest trash mound deposits

encountered in the valley, though they were small in nature,

belong to the Snaketowri Phase. From then on rubbish ac-

cwriulated in this type of mound.

It has been postulated that this method of disposal may

have been the result of a complex similar to that of the

Mound Builders. The evidence, when comparisons are made

between the Hohokam trash mounds and any mound building com-

plex, points against any such practice. In regions where a

mound substructure, a burial mound, or an effigy mound was

erected, it was a deliberate process accomplished in a short

space of time. The contents of a mound constructed in tis

manner do not exhibit any cultural stratigraphy - if any-

thing, the reverse holds true. This can be shown in the

Salt River Valley where such a complex did exist In late

times in the form of compounds. These features exhibit a

mixture of culture wherever fill, which was deliberate, is
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encountered Cultural atratigraphy Is evident In areas

of rebuilding, repair, and rubbish discard,

One does not have to be civilized to dislike the

stench set up by decaying matter and unwanted material

tb.rown out of the house, much less to have it cluttered

around the living quarters, It is much easier and more

logical to assume that these rubbish heaps were the result

of a sanitary measure taken by the natives, It is stretch..

ing the imagination a bit to postulate that the people

of the cilia Butte Phase had the foresight to build up
mounds for their descendants of the Soho Phase, some 400

to 500 years later, on which to build their structures, the

architecture of which is foreign to the if ohokam culture.

There is no evidence to show that these mounds were

used expressly for crematory purposes, burials which were

foreign to the people of the cilia Butte Phase, since

cremations occur in the flats as often if not more often

than in these mounds.

Moreover, from 10 to 30 mounds are encountered at one

site.

When the occurrence of rubbish mounds throughout the

world is considered, one must admit that this method of

disposal was rather basic from the earliest middens of the

Neolithic times, wherever a group of people occupied a

restricted area either because of their sedentary life,

food supply, or for protective reasons.



FEATURES

TESTS (Appendix VIII)

Site 1

Trash mound 1 was the first feature selected for

testing because of the great range in time exhibited by

the sherds and its proximity to the laboratory, which

facilitated the supervision and training of the new crews

in the first phases of the project work.
Site 6

Several tests were made at this site because of its

great size and the number of features associated. In this

manner it was hoped that preliminary ground work £ or any

future major excavation at this site would be eliminated.

Site 12
The city of Mesa was leveling this area with tentative

plans of developing a park. Though it had been severely

pot-hunted, there were a few spots withinits confines in

which stratigraphic work could be carried on. The city

clerk was approached on the subject of running a few tests

and received the proposal most favorably.

Site 23

A test was run here with the hope of collecting data

on the Pioneer Period, evidence of which is slight through-

out the Salt iverVa11e. The results, however, were meg-

-72-
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ligible.

Site 24

In attempting to uncover evidence of the Pioneer Period,

a test was made at this site with little evidence of the

above mentioned period coming to light.

Site 38

Previous work in the laboratory had brought out evi-

dence of a possible time difference in the red wares of

the Classic Period. When this site was encountered on the

survey and a pure Classic trash mound was found among its

manifestationa, it was selected for testing with the ex-

press purpose in mind of determining whether or not there

was any stratigraphic evidence to support this observation.

IIr. E].lsworth, the owner of the land, was leveling this

area f or agricultural purposes and very kindly consented

to discontinue his work until the proposed stratigraphic

work had been completed.

Site 41

This site covers a tremendous area and has been

severely pot-hunted. Tests were run in an effort to gather

data before it was entirely damaged.

Site 60

A number of low circular mounds covered with thousands

of fragments of fired clay and sherds were noted throughout

this area. One was trenched in an endeavor to determine

the time association, the contents of the mound, and the

possible cause f or the presence of such great quantities
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of fired clay, The survey brought out the fact that they

were associated with the Sacaton Phase and testing showed

these features to be trash mounds of a shallow nature con-

taining an unusual number of fired clay fragments. These

have the appearance of slag, the color ranging through the

darker tones, and they are extremely hard. At first glance

one is Inclined to consider them to be slag. Their use and

occurrence In such great numbers, however, was not explained

in any way by any feature of the test.

Site 62

This site Is situated In an area on the Salt River

Indian Reservation where the authorities were contemplating

subjugation of the land for Irrigation. A number of tests

were conducted to record as much data as possible before the

region was lost to archaeology.

Site 90

A Civano Phase trash mound was found here and a test

was made to check the data pertaining to the Classic red

types as set up at Sites 38 and 1.

H0US

In the course of excavation two houses and six remnants

were uncovered. Description will be restricted to the two

from which definite data was obtained.

Site 1, House 87 (Plate D(, Figure 4)

Size: 4.40 x 4.70 meters

Entrance: passage 1.25 meters long, to southeast
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Pottery:

Floor:

Firepit: .35 meter from the entrance, clay lined
basin, .20 meter in diameter and .09
meter in depth, rim flush with the floor

Post holes: arrangement doubtful

Pottery: Sweetwater Red-on-gray through Gila Butte
Red-on-buff

Remarks: a floor fragment and fire pit of a Gila
Butte-Santa Cruz house overlay the north-
west portion of this house

Phase: Compares favorably with the Sweetwater Phase
house as established at Snaketown

Site 12, House 1 (Plate X, Figure 4)

Size: 4.20 x 5,10 meters

Entrance: ramp-like passage 1.20 meters, to east

Firepit: .50 meter from the entrance, clay lined
basin, .37 meter in diameter, and.l0 meter
deep, rim flush with the floor, A small
hole containing fine sand was found .13
meter west of the pit, .10 meter in diam-
eter and .09 meter in depth

Post holes: four main supports (mesquite and cotton-.
wood) .47 - .60 meter deep, .33 - .37 meter
in diameter; eight auxilliary supports,
shallow in depth, .15 - .19 meter In diame-
t er

Roof:

Remarks;

Phase:

-.75-

Sweetwater Red-on-gray through Gila Butte
Red-on-buff, Vahki. Red in post hole

.23 meter below hardpan, break between
floor and hardpan oa, .20 meter wide and
.05 meter deep. Fime posts probably set
In this break

probably flat

Qua Butte rubbish lay directly over the floor

compares favorably with the Sweetwater Phase
house as established at Snaketown



House 1, Site 12
The t21enOk went through the souh portion

15 meter be1O the floor. The poeb holes
till evident, however, aa they went to a

pth of .60 meter. NtO the small hOle, which
ontaine4 Line sand, by the fire pit.

PL&TE X
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ROASTING PITS

Site 1, Pit 1 (Plate XIII, Figure 5)

Diameter: 2.05 meters

Depth: layer 1 - rock and dirt - .84 meter
layer 2 ashes, charcoal,

some rook - .48 meter
Total 1.32 meters

Cross section: hemispherical

Contents: Gila Butte sherds, three large rocks at
base, thermal fractured rocks, ash, char-
coal, carbonized outline .04 to .10 meter
thick

Charcoal:. yucca, cottonwood, and mesquite

Analysis of rock: unshaped 83.4%
shaped

haninierstones 12.0%
metate fragments 2.8
mano fragments 1.8 16.6

Total 100.0%

Remarks: the three large rocks at the base of the pit
may have acted aarests or supports for a
litter on which the material to be cooked
was placed

Phase: Gila Butte

Site1, Pit 2 (Plate XI and XV, Figure 5)

Diameter: 2.08 meter

Depth: layer. 1 - rack and dirt
1aye't2- 5 - ashes, charcoal,

rock and sand
Total

.55 meter

.52 meter
1.07 meter

Cross section: hemispherical

Contents: similar in all respects Pit 1, plus a
complete mano

Charcoal: mesquite and cottonwood
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Analysi8 of rock: unshaped 80.3%
shaped

hanmierstones 16.6%
mano fragments 1.9
metate fragments .9
scrapers .3 19.7

Toeal 100.0%

Phase: Gila Butte

Site 62, Pit 1 (Plate XII)

DIameter: 2.85 meters

Depth: layer 1 rock and dirt
layer 2 charcoal and ash

1.05 meters
.40

1.45 meters

Cross section: hemispherIcal

Contents: Saoaton sherds, one large rock at base,
black carbonized outline .05 to .10 meter
thick

Charcoal: mesquite

Remarks: profile similar to Pit 1 at Site 1 (Figure 5)

Phase: Sacaton

Discussion

These three roasting pits, though differing in time

association, are Identical in other respects, In shape

they are circular, having a hemispherical cross-section.

The material fill is composed of two general layers. The

lower one consists chiefly of charcoal and ash plus a few

rocks that probably fell into the smouldering fire when the

pit and its contents were covered. The upper layer is com-

posed of rocks and dirt fill. The pit is outlined by a

blackened wall ranging from .04 to .10 meter in thickness.

The cause of this black carbonized outline is problem-

atical, It is roughly uniform in thickness, being slightly
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thicker at the base than along the side walls. It is

possible that this feature may have been prepared as a

lining for the pit and became blackened in the course of

firing. There is usually a definite break between the wall

and surrounding soil, but a few instances of blending into

the soil have been noted. The profile of Pit 2 (Figure 5)

exhibits an exaggerated blending at the base of the pit.

If vegeta]. material were roasted in these features there

would not have been any agent present to bring about this

carbonization. However, the grease from meats might have

accomplished It. The pit contents In no way give evidence

as to the type of material roasted.

The three large stones, averaging .25 meter apart, and

forming a triangle in the base of the pit, may have served

as supports more probably for meat than vegetal matter, if

such was their use.

The stone fill is composed in the main of sandstone,

malpalz, miscellaneous river stones, and a poor grade granite

In decreasing amounts as named, Of these, 17 to 20% wore

portions of worked artifacts, their use probably being a

necessity due to the scarcity of good hearth stones In the

region.

P0TTEtY HEAP

Site 1, Heap 1 (Plate XVI)

Only one such feature was encountered and It was un-

covered above a cremation with .07 meter of fill separating
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the two features. The soil between was to all appearances

undisturbed, though it may have been deposited directly

over the cremation and the pottery heap placed on top of it.

Both the cremation and the pottery heap were of the Sacaton

Phase and for this reason plus the fact that both were In-.

trusive into a deep section of a trash mound, the two were

considered to have been interred at the same time. The

possibilities of placing a cremation In a trash mound, and

later a pottery heap in the same spot are fairly slim.

Seven vessels were recovered in all from the heap while ten

were taken from the cremation. The tremendous number of

pottery offerings placed with the dead during this phase is

typical,

CREMATIONS

Site 1, Cremation 132

Type: small pit

Contents: calcined bone

Association: surrounded and capped by 1.25 meters of
Gila Butte rubbish

Phase: Gila Butte

Site 1, Cremation 133

Type: small pit

Contents: calcined bone, one-half Gila Butte Red-on-
buff scoop, plain sherds, mica schiat frag-
ment, fresh water mussel fragment

Depth: .21 meter

Diameter; .32 meter

Phase: Gila Butte
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Site 1, Cremation 135

Type: small pit

Contents: calcined bone, yucca charcoal

Depth: .15 meter

Diameter: .35 meter

Phase: doubtful

Site 1, Cremation 136

Type: small pit

Content8: calcined bone of a child, fresh water mussel
fragment, charcoal (unidentified), Pecten
shell pendant with back ground out, decom-
posed granite bowl with no embellishments
except a small depression on the under side,
schist point with notched edges, worked
cylindrical green stone

Depth: .13 meter

Diameter: .3]. meter

Association: on the basis of the stone bowl, sohist
point, and surrounding Santa Cruz Cu].-.
ture, this cremation was considered to
be Santa Cruz in time

Phase: Santa Cruz

Site 1, Cremation 137 (Plate XVIII)

Type: inverted bowl

Contents: calcined bone, Santa Cruz Red-on-buff bowl,
quantities of ash

Depth: ca. .12 meter

Diameter: .37 meter

Phase: Santa Cruz

Site 1, Cremation 138 (Plate XVII)

Typo: large pit

Contents: calcined bone of young adult, three chipped
points, four fragments of limonite, one
fragment of hematite, a Glycymeria bracelet,
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ground shell ornament, three fragments of
fresh water mussel, two perforated pebble
beads, ten Sacaton Red-on-buff vessels
(all of which were severely burned and
warped), and quantities of ash

Depth: Ca. .60 meter

Diameter: Ca. .75 meter

Remarks: Nearly everything was broken, yet when
assembled only a few sherds were missing. The
pit sides gave no evidence of having been
fired, There was a decided break between the
pit fill and the surrounding soil both in
color and hardness. The majority of the con.
tents were cemented with a fine powdery ash.

Phase: Sacaton

Site 1, Cremation 139

Type: small pit

Contents; calcined bones of a child and plain sherds

Depth: .21 meter

Diameter: .40 meter

Association: surrounded and capped by an entire trash
mound, the lower levels of which were
Gila Butte In time

Phase: Gila Butte

Site 1, Cremation 140

Type: large shallow pit

Contents: caloined bone and four Sacaton Red-on-buff
vessels

Depth: Ca. .12 meter

Diameter: ca. .60 meter

Phase: Sacaton

Site 6, Cremation 1

Type: inverted bowl

Contents: calcined bone, beads, shell pendant, Olivella
shell, small 1ycymeris pendant, plain bowl
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Association: capped. with. Sacaton and Civano trash
mound rubbish

Phase: probably Sacaton

Site 6, Cremation 2

Type: large pit

Contents: calcined bone, plain sherds, two Santa Cruz
Red-on-buff jars, schist palette, one Sacaton
Red-on-buff bowl

Depth: .38 meter

Diameter: roughly .50 meter

Remarks: bottom half in hard pan, and sides of pit
unburned

Phase: transition Santa Cruz-Saoaton

Site 6, Cremation 3

Type: large pit

Contents: calcined bone, Sacaton Red-on-buff bowl,
portions of two plain jars, carved malpais
objects

Depth: .50 meter

Diameter: .67 to .78 meter

Remarks: bottom portion in hard pan

Phase: Sacatbn

Discussion

Due to the fact that the stratigraphic work was res-

tricted to trash mounds, the only possibility of recovering

cremations was confined to such areas. However, they occur

In the open flats around the sites, probably in greater

numbers as is suggested by the large amount of calcined

bones that have worked up to the surface.

From the foregoing description a general development
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in the manner of the disposal of the dead is exhibited.

Small pit cremations are confined to the Qua Butte and

Santa Cruz Phases while the inverted bowl type carries

through the Santa Cruz and Sacaton Phases. Large pits, both

deep and shallow, are restrioted to the late Santa Oruz and

Sacaton Phases, Hayden recovered a number of Soho cre-

mations, the great majority of which were urn cremations

capped by an inverted bowl. Thus, a lack of pottery in

the earlier phases is a diagnostic. In the later phases

pottery becomes more important as an offering until in

Sacaton times it is dominant. The Soho Phase revealed a

falling off of this trait.

The small pit ranges from .31 to .40 meter in diameter

and from .13 to .25 meter in depth. Those of the inverted

bowl type vary from .20 to .37 meter in diameter and from

.17 to .21 meter in depth. The large pits range from .60

to .78 meter in diameter and from .12 to .70 meter in depth.

Here again is a general evolution. Small pits are gradually

replaced by larger ones.

The earlier cremations of the small pit type in all

instances had offerings of shells, sherds, beads, and other

small objects associated, while the inverted bowl type had

relatively few. The large pit cremations are characterized

by the dominance of offertory vessels.

These generalizations, it is true, are based only on

twelve cremations, but they compare favorably in all re-

spects to those at Snaketown.
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BUB IALS

Site 23, Bu.ria]. 1

Position: extended on back
arms along side
head to east

Offerings: none

Pit: .23 meter deep, in hard pan

Condition: skull smashed, pelvis region scattered

Sex: ?

Age: adult

Remarks: disturbed, intrusive through trash mound
containing Snaketown through Santa Cruz
rubbish

Site 23, Burial 2 (Plate 19)

Position: extended on back
arms along side
head to east

Offerings: in cervical region
2 pee tan pendants
1 carved shell pendant (bird?)

Pit: Ca. .25 meter deep, in hard pan

Condition: poor

Sex: ?

Age: adult

Remarks: disturbed by gopher(?), intrusive in trash
mound containing Snaketown through Santa
Cruz rubbish

Site 90, Burial 1

Position: extended on back
arms along side
head to east

Offerings: portion of a blade of a diorite axe,
Civano sherds near-.by, but not directly
associated
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Pit: 2.10 x .65 meters in hard pan, ca. .20 meter
deep

Condition: disintegrated, like chalk

Sex: ?

Age: adult

Discuss ion

Little can be gleaned from these three burials. The

position of the skeleton compares with those encountered

at Snaketown and at Pueblo Grande where the time association

is late Sacaton, Soho, or Civano. The fact that two of

the three are later than Santa Cruz and the remaining one

was encountered in close association with Classic culture

lends belief to their being a late trait.

ROCK CLUSTERS

Site 1, Cluster 1

Type: small hearth

Material: sandstone and assorted river rook

Depth: .32 meter

Diameter: .35 meter

Remarks: thermal fractures exhibited by majority of
rooks

Phase: Gila Butte

Site 1, Cluster 2

Type: rubbish

Material: large plain sherd, mano, assorted rook

Depth: .16 meter

Diameter: ca. i5 meter

Remarks: two small clusters Ca. .50 meter apart



Phase: doubtful

Site 1, Cluster 3

Type: hearth rubbish

Material: assorted rook

Depth: few centimeters

Diameter: .62 meter

Remarks: a single layer of thermal fracture rock,
charcoal, and a few plain sherds

Phase: doubtful

Site 12, Cluster 1

Type: hearth discards

Material: assorted rook

Depth: few centimeters

Diameter: variable

Remarks: many plain sherds and charcoal mixed through.'
out thermal fractured rooks

Phase: doubtful

Site 90, Cluster 1

Type: hearth

Material: assorted rook

Depth: .20 meter

Diameter: 1.00 x 1.40 meter

Remarks: rested on hard pan, contained many hammer-
stones and assorted thermal fractured rook,
at base of Civano trash mound

Phase: Civano (9)



STONE WORK

ABRADING TOOLS

HannnerstOfle8 (plate XXI C)

Description: a roughly spherical abraded, pecked,
or hammered hands tone

Manufacture: percussion or natural rock

Material: diorite - most coimilon
quartzite - occasional

Use: shaping of metates, percussion flaking, and other
miscellaneous shaping

Remarks: no specialized type or phase distinction

Reamers (Plate XX A & B)

Description: cylindrical piece of micaceous rock

Manufacture: abraded or natural rock

Material: micaceous rock

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Civano 6.2 3

1
The percentage of occurrence is derived from the total

number of artifacts (stone in the above instance) in each
phase.

dacite rare

Occurrence:1 Phase Percent Frequency

Snaketown 68.8 11
Gila Butte 24.4 38
Santa CrUZ 2.8 1
Sacaton 3.5 2

Soho 10.0 3

Civano 8.3 4
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Use: for grinding shell, enlarging holes, used
like a rasp or file

Remarks: only a few recovered and they showed nothing
in the way of specialization, are known to occur
in other periods

Pecking stones (Plate XXI A)

Description: cylindrical pebble exhibiting pecking
marks on one or both ends

Manufacture: natural pebble

Material: miscellaneous river pebble

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency
(}ila Butte 1.9 3
Sacaton 1.7 1

Use: working stone objects

Polishing stones (Plate XXI B)

Description: small natural pebble exhibiting ab-
rasion marks

Manufacture: natural pebble

Material: miscellaneous river pebbles usually

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Civano 25.0 12

Use: polishing pottery, some may have been medicine
stones or weights

Remarks: no specialized type but are apparently a
late trait correlated with the technique
of polishing pottery

Whetstones

Description: Type 1 - a flat unshaped stone or an
unshaped stone with a flat
face, exhibiting abrading
marks (Plate XX 0)

Type 2 - a stone -with a groove made by
abrading (Plate XX D)

Manufacture: natural ooarae-grained rock
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Material: sandstone - common
se)aiat - occasional

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Soho 16.7 5

U8e: grinding surface for knives, pottery discs,
bone, and shell artifacts

Remarks: only a few were found, none of which show
any specialization

GROUND IMPLEMENTS

Lx es

Description: a wedge-shaped implement having a cutting
edge and a 3/4 groove for hafting pur-
poses

Type 1 - ridge around 3/4 groove, Qua Butte
Phase (Plate XXII C)

Type 2 - short wide bit, Qua Butte through the
Sacaton Phase (Plate XXII D)

Type 3 - long narrow bit, Sacaton through Civano
Phase (Plate XXII E)

Manufacture: pecked, ground, or both

Material: diorite

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Use: cutting

Bowls

Description: manufacture, and material

Type 3. - ground bowl with flat bottom and shallow
receptacle, of limestone and inalpais,
Snaketown and Gila Butte Phase (Plate
XXII A)

Type 2 - groundbowl with flat bottom and deep
receptacle, of granite, Sacaton Phase
(Plate XXII B)

Qua Butte .6 3.

Sacaton 1.4 1
Civano 4.2 2



Use: household ornament or ceremonial container

Arrow straighteners (Plate XX E)

Description: a fine-grained rock containing two or
more grooves

Manufacture: abraded

Material: diorite

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Soho 6.7 2

Use: f or smoothing arrow shafts

Remarks: a Classic Period trait

Manos

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - rectangular, short and wide, unifacial,
convex face, of quartzite and znalpais,
Sweetwater through Civano Phase (Plate
XXIII&D)

Type 2 - rectangular, long and narrow, unifacial,
convex face, of malpais and porphoritic
granite, (lila Butte through Civano Phase
(Plate XXIII B & C)

Material: (in mario fragments only)
sandstone - common
malpais - common
granite - occasional
quartzlte - rare

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Snaketown 6.2 1
Gila Butte 1.9 3
santa Cruz 2.8 1
$acaton 2.9 2

Snaketown 18.8 3
(lila Butte 20.5 32
Santa. Cruz 8.4 3
Sacaton 10.0 7
Soho 6.2 2
Civano 4.2 2
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Use: grinding implement used on 'netate

Metatea

Description: since only fragments were recovered,
the only data to be noted is that the
full troughed type was the only one
represented

Manufacture: pecked and abraded (use)

Material: malpais - colxiwon
sandstone - occasional
granite - rare

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte 16.7 26
Sacaton 8.6 6

Use: surface on which food was ground

Pestle

Description: large cylindrical rock exhibiting
battered ends

Manufacture: percussion and pecking

Material: granite(?)

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte .6 1

Use: for grinding or pounding foods

Phalli

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - small cylindrical stone with two ridges
carved around the base, of malpais, Gila
Butte Phase (Plate XXIV A)

Type 2 - small cylindrical stone with a groove
carved around the tip, of malpais, Gila
Butte through Sacaton Phase
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Occurrence; Phase Percent Frequency

Use: male fertility symbol

Rings (Plate XXIV C)

Description, manufacture, and material: stone dough-
nut with a groove carved around the ex-
terior side, of nialpais

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Santa Cruz 2.8 1
Saca ton 4.3 3

Use: female fertility symbol (?)

Basin stones

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - rectangular stone containing a small basin
depression on one flat surface, of malpais,
Sacaton Phase (Plate XXIV F)

Type 2 - round or rectangular stone containing a
small basin depression on each flat surface
opposite one another, of malpais, Sacaton
Phase (Plate XXIV D & E)

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Sacaton 4.3 3

Use: early stages in the manufacture of a stone
ring (7) (See Rings, supra.)

Saw (Plate XXVI D)

Descz'iption: thin stone with regularly placed notches
along one edge

Manufacture: ground and carved

Material; sohist

Occurrence; only one, and It was unplaced

Gila Butte 1.3 2
Santa Cruz 11.]. 4
Saoaton 1.4 1
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Use: as a saw for cutting

Ban (plate XXI D)

Description: spherical stone

Manufacture: pecked

Material: sandstone

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

I 1 1

Use: gaming device (I)

CVED STONE

palettes

Description and material:

Type 1 - flat rectangular abrading surface
surrounded by a raised border, decorated
or not, of schist, Gila Butte and Santa
Cruz phase (Plate XXV A)

Type 2 - as type 1, but the border is not raised,
of slate, Sacaton Phase (Plate XXV B)

Type 3 - rouily oval stone with a depressed ab-
rading surface, no border, notched edges,
of slate, Soho Phase (I) (Plate XXV C)

Manufacture: ground,. carved, and incised

Material: (in palette fragments)

sohist conmion
slate - occasional

Use: grinding surface £ or mixing paint(?)

Remarks: Plate XXV C unplaoed

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte 4.5 7
5anta Cruz 13.9 5
Sacaton 2.9 2
Soho 3.3 1
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CHIPPED STONE

Choppers (Plate XXVI E)

Description: large stone flake, one edge of which is
worked, the remainder being roughly
shaped to fit the hand

Manufacture: percussion flaking

Material: diorite

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Use: chopping small objects

Knives (Plate XXVI A - C)

Description: large thin flake worked along one edge

Manufacture; pressure flaking or grinding

Material: schiat, sandstone, fine-grained black rook

Occurrence; Phase Percent Frequency

Use: cutting

Hoes (Plate XXVI F & G)

Description: large flat rectangular or wedge-shaped
stone, one edge of which was worked

Manufacture: percussion or pressure flaking, or
grinding

Material: diorite, dacite, granite, fine-.grained
sandstone

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Qua Butte 2.6 4
3acaton 2.9 2
Civano 8.3 4

Gila Butte .6 1
Santa Cruz 1,7 1
Sacaton 2.9 2

Gila Butte 1.2 2
Sacaton 1.4 1
Soho 3.3 1
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Use: cultivation and canal excavation

Scrapers

Description: small flake worked along one edge

Manufacture: pressure flaking

Material: diorite and chert

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Use: scraping skins

Drills (Plate XXVII K)

Description: point-like object with an enlarged
base for hafting (?) and usually ex-
hibiting chipping only on one side
of each edge

Manufacture: pressure flaking

Material: chert

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Use: drilling pottery, bone, and shell

Points

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - long slender point with straight sides,
side notches, and a concave base, plain
pressure flaking, of milky quartz and
chert, Santa Cruz tbrough Sacaton Phase,
being dominant in the Sacaton Phase
(Plate XXVII I)

Type la- same as typo 1 but with a straight base,
of ohert, Gila Butte through Sacaton Phase,
being dominant in the latter (Plate XXVII J)

Type 2 - long slender point with straight sides and
a concave base, no notches, serrated edges,
of chert and obsidian, Sacaton Phase
(Plate XXVII E)

Gi].a Butte .6 1
Sacaton 1.4 1
Soho 3.3 1

Snaketown 6.3 1
Gila Butte 1.9 3
Civano 6.2 3
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Type 2a - same as type 2 but has a straight base,
of chert and obsidian, Santa Cruz through
Soho Phase, being dominant in the Sacaton
Phase (Plate XXVII F)

Type 2b - same as type 2a, but with side notches,
of chert and obsidian, (}ila Butte through
Soho Phase (Plate XXVII G)

Type 3 - long slender point with straight sides and
a concave base, plain flaking with
occasional use of serration, of chert and
quartz, Santa Cruz through Soho Phase,
being dominant in the former (Plate XXVII A)

Type 3a - same as type 3 but a shorter and wider
point, of obsidian and chert, Soho through
Civano Phase, being dominant in the former
(Plate XXVII B)

Type 3b - sane as type 3 but has a convex base, of
chert, Santa Cruz Phase (Plate XXVII C)

Type 4 - barbed points, plain flaking, of obsidian
and chert, Gila Butte through Sacaton
Phase (plate XXVII H)

Type 5 - long slender point with straight sides and
projecting shoulders, steiiuned, plain
flaking, of chert, Gila Butte Phase
(plate XXVII D)

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte 5.8 9
3anta Cruz 22.2 8
Sacaton 31.4 22
Soho 30.0 9
Civano 18.7 9

Use: hunting and warfare

STONE ORNAMENTS

Beads (Plate XXVIII E)

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - perforated discs, perforation drilled from
both sides, of fine-grained sandstone and
turquoise, Gus Butte through Sacaton Phase

Type 2 - wedge-shaped pebble with a perforation at
the thin end, drilled from one side (?) of
a black pebble, Sacaton Phase

Type 3 - tubular bead, material unidentified, time
unplac ed
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Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Use: personal adornment, necklace

DI8CS (plate XXVIII G)

Description, manufacture, and material: round discs,
perforated or not, ground edges, of
schist and sandstone

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Soho 10.0 3
Civano 10.4 5

Use: adornment or gaming counters (?)

Pendants

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - rectangular shape with round or square
corners, perforation at one end, edges
ground, of sehist and turquoise, former
dominant, Gila Butte through Sacaton
Phase, dominant in the Colonial Period
(Plate XXVIII A)

Type la- diamond zhape, perforation at one end,
ground, of schist, Gila Butte through
Santa Cruz Phase (plate XXVIII B)

Type 2 - rectangular shape with perforation at one
end, edges ground and both surfaces in-
cised, of schist, unpiaced in time
(Plate XXVIII C)

Type 3 - rectangular or bell shape with perforation
at one end, carved notches along edges,
of schist, Gila Butte through Santa Cruz
Phase (Plate XXVIII D)

Use: personal adornment, suspended from neck or
necklace, sewed on clothes (?)

Gila Butte .6 1
Santa Cruz 2.8 1
Sacaton 14.3 10

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte 7.1 11
Santa Cruz 19.4 7
Sacaton 4.3 3
Civano 4.2 2
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Other ornaments (plate XXVIII F)

Ring - ground ring with incised grooves running
around the exterior, of fine-grained black
stone, Gila Butte Phase

Labret - bead-like ornament with a deep groove cir-
cumscribing the exterior, giving the edge
two flange-like protuberances, perforation
drilled from both sides, of fine-grained
sandstone, Santa Cruz Phase

Occurrence: only one of each

Use: personal adornment

Discussion of stone work

Certain developments are noticeable in the stone work

of the liohokam in the Salt River Valley regarding techniques

and the evolution of objects. This is clearly seen when

the material as a whole is treated according to its time

element as is illustrated In Figure 6.

The stone work of the Snaketown Phase exhibits nothing

other than that which one would expect to find among hunting

groups with the exception of the stone bowl.

It was during Gila Butte times that practically every

object of stone that the liohokam developed made its appear-

ance. The majority of these were developed through the

Santa Cruz Phase and reached a peak in the Sacaton Phase,

following which there was a sudden fall in the art of stone.

The Santan Phase, of which little is known, apparently saw

the final disappearance of this particular culture trait

with the probable exception of points.
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The Classic Period that followed could in no way

compare with the preceding phases. Drills, hoes, hammer-

stones, and points were the only artifacts to survive the

Santan Phase. The axe was still present, but was of a

different type. The scraper was apparently reintroduced,

though it may have occurred in the intervening phases for

which the evidence is only negative. Stone discs, polish-

ing stones, and reamers occur for the first time during

this period.

The techniques of working stone correlate well with

the above data. Abrading, dominant in the Snaketown Phase,

fell into the background and did not reappear to any extent

until the Classic Period. Grinding reached its peak in

Santa Cruz-Sacaton times and then fell off, barely hanging

on during the Classic Period. Chipping gradually in-

creased and became dominant in late Sacaton or Santan

times.
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SHELL WORK1

GROUND ShELL

Beads

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - ground (Plate XXXI B)
Olivella - spire ground, (lila Butte

through Civano Phase, dominant In
the Soho Phase

Olivella - spire and base ground,
Sacaton through Soho Phase, dominant
in the former

Vermetus - both ends ground, (lila
Butte Phase

Type 2 - ground and perforated (Plate XXXI A)
square disc, of Glycymeris, Soho Phase
round dIs, unidentified, Sacaton Phase

Type 3 - perforated (Plate XXXI C)
lip perforated, of Turitella, Nassa (1),
Conus (?), and unidentified types,
Soho Phase

Use: personal adornnent, necklaces

Bracelets (Plate XXIX A)

Description: thin; bracelet with small tunbonal pro-
j ection

Manufacture: ground

1Tentative identification of species.

2Might be considered a pednt.
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Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte 1.1 2
3anta Cruz 5.2 7
Sacaton 7.4 20
Soho 26.0 14
Civano 18.7 9
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Material: G].ycyineris common, Cardium rare

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Use: personal adornment, bracelet

Ornaments (plate XXIX B)

Description, manufacture, and material: variously
shaped pieces of shell, edges ground

round disc, of Glycymeris, Santa Cruz
Phase

square disc, of Glycyineris, Santa Cruz
through Soho Phase

irregularly shaped fragment, of çy-
cymeris, Gila Butte through SaT Cruz
Phase

half of Turitella shell with ends ground
down, Santa Cruz Phase

Use: personal adornment (?)

Pendants

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - ground and perforated (Plate XXX B)
diamond-shaped with perforation at one

end, of Glycymeris, Santa Cruz Phase
round disc, perforation near edge, of

Glycymel'is, Santa Cruz Phase
back ground out leaving band of shell,
umbo perforated, of Gy-cymeris, Santa
Cruz through Soho Phase

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte 2.2 4
Santa Cruz 3.7 5
5acaton 6.3 17
Soho 9.2 5
Civano 6.3 3

Snaketown 100.0 6

Gila Butte 78.5 141
Santa Cruz 59.6 80
Sacaton 36.4 99
Soho 18.5 10
Civano 18.7 15
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worked fragment, irregular shape, per-
foration near one edge, of Pecten,
Gila Butte through Soho Phase

worked fragment, irregular shape, per-
foration near one edge, of fresh water
mussel, Santa Cruz Phase

Type 2 - perforated (Plate xxx A)
uxnbo perforated, of Glycymeris, Santa
Cruz Phase
spire ground for perforation, uxLidentl-

C ied, Santa Cruz Phase
perforation close to uinbo on back, of

Peoten, Sacaton Phase
Type 3 - ground (Plate XXX C)

edges and back ground away to form a
band, perforation in band, of Cardium
and Glyoymeris, Sacaton Phase

back ground away close to umbo, of
Peoten, Santa Cruz Phase

Use: personal adornment, suspended from neck, clothes,
or necklace

Ring (Plate XXXI D)

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - thin variety with edges and back ground
away, of Glycymeris, Gila Butte through
Sacaton Phase

Type 2 - base and spire ground down to form a band,
of Conus, Soho Phase

Use: personal adornment, placed on finger or necklace

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gi].a Butte 1,7 3
3anta Cruz 2.2 3
Sacaton 1.8 5
Soho 7.4 4
Civano 4.2 2

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte 1.7 3
Santa Cruz 6.0 8
Sacaton 6.3 17
Sobo 27.8 15
Civano 12.5 6
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Carved ae11 bracelets, pendants,

aM ornaiients

Length øf D (leng object) 8 san.

PLATE XXXII
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CARVED SHELL

Bracelet (Plate XXXII B)

Description, manufacture, and material:

band given wavy appearance by series
of wide notches, of Glycyineris,
Sacaton Phase

uinbonal projection carved with series
of incisions or a frog, of Glycyineris,
Gila Butte through Santa Cruz Phase

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

braceletUse: personal adornment,

Ornament

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - life forms (Plate XXXII A)
frog, drilled or not for suspension, of
Glycyineris, Gila Butte through Santa Cruz
Phase

Type 2 notched ornament (Plate xxxii D)
rectangular or circular shapes with notches
along edges, perforation in center or none
at all, of Glycymeris, fresh water mussel,
or Cardium, Gila Butte through Sacaton
Phase

Type 3 - carved and perforated (Plate XXXII E)
variously shaped containing two perfora-
tions variously placed, of Glycymeris,
Abalone, and fresh water mussel, Qua
Butte through Sacaton Phase

Type 4 - shell points (Plate XXXII F)
points with side notches and straight or
concave bases, of Gl,ycymeris, Sacaton
Phase

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Qua Butte 1.7 3
Santa Cruz .7 1
Sac a ton 1.8 5
S oho 5.5 3

Gila Butte 1.1 2
Santa Cruz 1.5 2
Sac at on .4 1
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Use: personal adornment, sewed on clothes (7),
mosaic pieces, and ceremonial objects

Pendants (Plate XXXII C)

Description, manufacture, and material:

Type 1 - variously carved life forms, perforated
for suspension, of Glycymeris, Sacaton
through Soho Phase, dominant in former

Type 2 - non-life forms, of Glycymeris, Sacaton
Phase

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency
Gila Butte 1.1 2
Sacaton 1.5 4
Soho 1.9 1

Use: personal adornment, suspended from neck, ear, or
necklace

ETCHED SHELL

Description, manufacture, and material: shell ground
into shape and design etched onto one or
both surfaces, of Glycymeris, Santa Cruz
through Sacaton Phase

Pendant - (Plate XXXIII A) etched on both surfaces
Ornament - (plate XXXIII B) etched on outer surface

only

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Santa Cruz 1.5 2
Sacaton .4 1

Use: personal adornment, pendant, ceremonial object,
or mosaic

Discussion of shell work

With the exception of the ground bracelets, all the shell

work developed by the Hohokam was introduced during the Gila

Butte Phase along with the major elements of the lithic in-

dustry. Shell development became complex and reached a peak

in ornateness during the Sacaton Phase. It occurred in

greater numbers in the Soho Phase, but the technique of grind-



A

Ethod shell
Vertieal diameter of A - 3. em.

PLATE XXXIII



PLATE XXlII



ing on1y survived (Figure 7).
Carving and etching did not continue after Sacaton

times. Grinding, however, was basic throughout.
$he].1 work increased In numbers up through the Soho

PhaEe (See Appendix X).
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Use: female goddess (fl; no evidence of a male rep-
resentation encountered

Beads (Plate xxxv A)

Description: ball of clay with a perforation through
the center, unfired

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

S oho 2.0 1

Use: bead or gaming device ('?)

Spindle whorls (Plate XXXV B)

Descriptiox: a semi-flattened clay bead with a groove
running about the exterior, fired or not,
Soho and Civano Phase

-106-

CLAY 0BJECT

Figurines

Description and manufacture:

Type 1 - pinched nose, mouth region flattened, slit
eyes.. and eyebrows, modeled breasts, back.
of head flat or concave, legs portrayed by
groove between them, the entire image made
from two long pieces of clay in some in-
stances, Gila Butte Phase (Plate XXXIV It &
B)

Type 2 - coffeebean eyes (applied), modeled breats
with small hole at tip, Santa Cruz Phase,
only one fragment recovered

Type 3 - legs apart as an entity, small hole in
neck region (perishable head placed in it?),
pinched breasts, Soho Phase

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte 18.2 23
Santa Cruz 2.4 3.

Sacaton 1.5 3
Soho 4.0 2



Occurrence; Phase Percent Frequency

Soho 2.0 1
Civano 4.5 1

Use: for spinning

C omal es

Description; a round flat slab of fired clay having
raised edges along the upper surface, and
mat impressions on the under side, fired

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Soho 16.0 8

Use: cooking griddle (?)

SECONDARY USES

DiscS

Description and manufacture:

Type 1 - circular disc with roughly broken edges, not
perforated, Snaketown through Soho Phase
(Plate XXXV D)

Type la - same as type 1 but partially perforated
on one or both sides, Gila Butte through
Civano phase (Plate XXXV D)

Type lb - same as type 1 but perforated, Gila Butte
through Sacaton Phase (Plate XXXV D)

Type 2 - same as type 1 but edges are ground, Gila
Butte through Civano Phase (Plate XXXV C)

Type 2a - same as type 2 but partially perforated
on one or both sides, Gila Butte through
Soho Phase (Plate XXXV C)

Type 2b - same as type 2 but perforated, Snaketown
through Soho Phase (Plate xxxv C)

Use: gaming counters (?)

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Snaketown 80.0 4
Gila Butte 2.0 29
Santa Cruz 58.5 24
Sacaton 59.8 13.6
Soho 42.0 21
Civano 31.8 7
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Use: questionable

Discussion of worked clay

The figurines recovered were In the great majority

representative of the Gila Butte Phase and compare in all
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Remarks: Plate XXXV E illustrates the extremes in
size

Scrapers (Plate XXXVI A)

Description and manufacture: one or more edges of a
aherd are ground

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Santa Cruz 2.4
Soho 2.0 1

Use: smoothing pottery (?)

Pendants (Plate XXXVI B)

Description and manufacture: variously shaped sherds,
usually rectangular, perforated for sus-
pens ion

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte 1.6 2
Sacaton 3.1 6

Use; personal adornment, suspended from neck, necklace,
or clothes (?)

Miscellaneous worked pottery

Description: sherds exhibiting workmanship but no
particular form or use

Occurrence: Phase Percent Frequency

Gila Butte 10.3 13
Santa Cruz 24.4 10
Sacaton 8.8 17
Soho 18.0 9
Civano 18.2 4
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respects to the type as set up at Snaketowzi. Little may

be derived from the few specimens of the later phases.

Clay beads and spindle whorls occur in the Classic

Period only, though the number encountered was small.

¶Lae use of comales seems to have been restricted to

the Classic Period.

Pottery discs reveal little in the way of a phase

diagnostic as they are found in every phase.

Pottery scrapers and pendants were sporadic In their

occurrence and offer nothing of diagnostic value.



POTTERY

GENERAL

The pottery of the Salt River Valley was compared to

that of Snaketown, excavated by Gila Pueblo. No variation

whatsoever was encountered between the two regions in

techniques of manufacture (paddle and anvil), finish, dee-.

orative elements, layout of design, or time association.

In short, the plain, decorated, and red wares of the Salt

River Valley and the Gila Basin area about Snaketown are

similar in all respects. Every type described at Snaketown

plus those belonging to the Classic Period in that region

was encountered in the Salt River Valley.

As these types are amply described in the Snaketown

report,1 discussion here will be restricted to the statis-

tical data concerning time and evolution.

TIME RANGE

The pottery types of this valley range from the

Estrella Phase through the Civano Phase (Figure 8). How-

ever, the Pioneer Period with the exception of the Snake-

town Phase is but slightly represented by a scattering of

sherds. There is no evidence to suggest any heavy or wide-

1Gladwin, H. S., et al., l9'7, pp. 168-229. Also see
Appendix IX f or descrii of Gila and Salt Red.
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spread occupation by peoples manufacturing Estrella Rod-

on-gray or Sweetwater Red-on-gray pottery. Vahki Red, the

companion red ware of the above mentioned types, is rep-

resented in this valley by one sherd only. It was en-

countered in a post hole of house 1 at Site 12, this house

being similar in all respects to that assigned to the

Sweetwater Phase at Snaketown.

On the basis of the relative occurrence of debris

tbroughout the various phases, the following is obtained:

During the Pioneer Period occupation was slight and

scattered. In the late Pioneer and early Colonial Period

occupation increased and continued to become more widespread

through the Sedentary Period. Then, f or some reason, there

is a definite break in the rubbish between the Sedentary and

Classic Periods. There is not one single instance where

Sacaton Phase sherds of the Sedentary Period were capped by

Soho Phase sherds of the Classic Period. Both of these

phases are represented by large 1'ash mounds, but never are

they found in one mound other than for a few scattered

sherds. Only one circumstance can explain this situation

satisfactorily. The Soho Phase mounds were the result of

the debris of the unwelcome Salado people, This will be

discussed In more detail later. It is first necessary to

review the pertinent data.

Red Ware

Before entering into a general discussion of the pottery
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of the Salt River Valley, a detailed treatment of the red

ware of the area Is necessary since the description of Gila

Red has been revised as a result of this work, and more

Important, the time element concerned has affected the

chronology of the Classic Period types.

Pottery that had been removed from the compound at

Pueblo Grande prior to the installation of the project was

analyzed so that the data might be incorporated Into the

notes. It was during the earlier part of this analysis that

a great variation was noted in the Gila Red sherds. It was

first noted that a poor grade Gila Red (described as Gila

Red - Plate XXXVII A) either occurred alone or with a sup-

erior grade Gila Red (described as Salt Red - Plate XXXVII B).

Hayden, who excavated this material, was approached on the

subject and he remarked that field observations suggested

that Salt Red was dominant In the uppermost levels of the

compound while Gus Red appeared to be dominant in the lower

levels. The red sherds from various levels were then anal-

yzed on the basis of poor and superior grade, the results of

which substantiated Hayden's field observations. Of course,

there was the possibility of reverse stratigraphy to con-

sider and further analysis was conducted to minimize such

an occurrence. The results were similar.

Realizing that this observation might become an im-

portant aid, a number of sherda from each group were anal-

yzed according to traits with the following results:
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Trait

Mica content heavy to little
Polishing striations very apparent

Core
Red pigment

Fire clouds

Break
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Gila Red

red to tan
hardly apparent
to good

large and Irregu-
1 ar

crumb 1 ing

Salt Red'

little or absent
scarcely apparent
or absent but
well polished
carbon streak
good

small

shattering

The above noted differences were typological only.

Thus a problem was raised: were these two grades of pottery

a typological development within one phase or more? If

the latter should be the answer, another diagnostic for

the phases of the Classic Period would be obtained.

Reference was made to the sites recorded on the survey

at the time and only one was found to reveal reds to any

degree of importance. This site (Site 38) was selected for

testing with the following results having been secured:

Trench 1 revealed a dominance of Gila Red capped with

Salt Red throughout, the east end of the trench exhibiting

a greater percentage of Salt ed. Trench 2 was laid out

at an angle to the first and directed closer to the east

end of the mound in order to determine whether Salt Red oc-

curred in greater numbers there as trench 1 suggested. The

results substantiated the analysis of trench 1. Trench 3,

situated along the eastern edge of the mound, simply sub-

1See Appendix IX for descriptions. Also Plate XXXVII.
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stantiated the finding in trench 2.
In short, the mound was dominantly Gila Red (80%)

capped by Salt Red, which occurred in greater numbers
along the eastern portion of the trash mound. The general
trend is shown below.

Site 38
Trench 1 Trench 2 Trench 3

On the basis of the intrusives listed below, the mound
without doubt belonged to the Soho Phase with a slight
amount of the material bordering on the Civano Phase, prob-
ably the eastern portion.

1Peroentage of type to ware. 2Percentage of ware to total.
3This type is the Sells variant of Tanque Verde Red-

on-buff and is non-micaceous.
4See Plate XXXVIII.

Type Date Range Number found

Roosevelt Black-on-white 1200-1300 4
Pinedale Black-on-red 1200-1300 4
St. Johns Polych.rome 1100-1200 1
San Carlos Red-on-buff 1300-14 00 1
Pinedale Black-on-white 1250-1325 2
Deadnians Black-on-red 750- 900 3
Salado Red 1150-1350 1
Pinedale Polychrome 1250-1325 1
Fourmile Polychroine 1350-1400 1
Tanque Verde Red-on-buff 1200 -l400 1
Gila Polychrome 1300-1400 656
Pinto Polychrome 1200-1300 31
Tonto Polych.r one4 1300-1400 48

(33,083 sherds) (15,588 sherds) (5,471 sherds)
1 percent percent percent

Gila Red 72 0 65 0 63 0
Salt Red 28 0 35.0 37 0

buff
2 9.8 7.1 7.6

P olychr one 3.6 3.7 5.4
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However, Gila Red at the time of this test dated

1200-1400 A. D. and Casa Grande Red-on-buff dated 1200-

1400 A. D. Nothing definite could be based on this test,

but a trend' was apparent. On the basis of the intrusives,

the mound dated in the main from 1150-1325 A. D., the

later material being associated with the Civano Phase.

It was not until Site 90 was surveyed that definite

results were noted. Two trash mounds were tested and the

following results were obtained:

Site 90

Mound 5 Mound 6
(7,786 sherds) (7,929 sherds)

1
percent percent

Gila Red 18.0 13.0
Salt Re&- 82.0 87.0
Casa Grade Red-
on-buff' 1.9 1.8
Po1ychrome2 0.0 .09

The only intrusives associated were recovered from

trash mound 6 and are listed below:

The lack of intrusives lessened the possibility of

dating the mounds as conclusively as in the case of Site

38. However, here further data was brought to light.

Polyobrome and red-on-buff were negligible while Salt Red

1Percent of type to ware.

2percent of type to total.

Type Date Range Number found

Tanque Verde Red-on-buff 1200-1400 1
Gila Polychrome 1300-1400 7
Tonto Polychrome 1300-1400 2



and not Gila Red was dominant.

Site 6 was selected for further checking, and the re-

sults substantiated the findings at Site 90.

Site 6

Qua Red
Salt Red
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Mound 17
(3,415 sherds)

percent
6.0

94,0

The data obtained from these three sites is compared

below;

As Salt Red increased, all other types decreased, The

evidence presented above suggests and points this fact out

1Percent of type to ware.

2
Percent of type to total.

Mound 19
(8,208 sherds)

percent
2.5

97 5

Type Date range Number found

Tanque Verde Red-on-brown 1200-1400 25
Roosevelt Black-on-white 1200-1300 3
Fourmile Polyehrome 1350-1400 1
Qua Polyclirome 130C.. -1400 104
Pinto Polychrome 1200-3.300 8
Tonto Polychrome 1300-1400 3

Type Site 38 Site 90 Site 6

percent percent percent
Qua Red1 6Z.0-72.0 13.0-18.0 2.5-6.0
Salt Red 28. 0-37 .0 82.0-87.0 94.0-97.5
Casa Grade Red-
on-buff 2

7.6-9.8 1.8-1.9 0.4- 0.5
Polychrome 3.6-6.5 0.0-0.09 0.27-0.9

Time 1150-1325 1325-1400 3.325-1400

Casa Grade Red-
on-buff .4 .5

Polychr oxne .9 .27

The intrusives at this site gave further evidence of

a late site (Civano).
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verly plainly. The high percentage of polychrome asso-

elated with the Soho Phase material of Site 38 and its

relative absence during the Civano Phase as shown by Site

90 and Site 6 cannot be questioned.

Since Qua Polychrome is associated with the Soho and

Civano Phases in the Salt River Valley, the dates for these

phases have been revised accordingly. The Soho Phase form-

erly was dated 1100-1300 A. P., but now must be lengthened

to include Gila Polychrome which did not make its appearance

before 1300 A. P. in its native area. The revised dates are

as follows: Soho Phase 1150-1325 A. P.1 and Civano Phase

1325-1400 A. D. Thus polychrome was apparently short lived

in this valley, and from the above evidence, was restricted

to the transition between the Soho and Civano Phases.

The above data has been further substantiated by the

results of the analysis of a stratigraphic test made by

zel1 at Pueblo Grande.

The phase diagnostics of the Classic Period in the

Salt River Valley have been revised in keeping with the

above dates. Casa Grande Red-on-buff and Qua Red are rep-

resentative of the Soho Phase, and the lack of the above

two plus the presence of Salt Red are traits of the Civano

Phase. Qua Polyobrome appears in both phases.

There has been considerable discussion and see-sawing

concerning the parentage- of this red ware - whether it was

1See discussion in conclusions under Santan Phase.
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a Salado or ifohokain development. The evidence as gathered

on this survey suggests a Hohokam development under the

guidance of the Salado.
During the Sacaton Phase, the Hohokam were making

their micaceous Gila Plain ware and on occasions turned out
a few vessels with a blackened interior. Also during this
phase, Sacaton Red was introduced to the Hohokam, possibly
from the south where a red ware was developing as evidence

suggests at a site now being excavated by Withers, l miles

southwest of Sells, Arizona. It was at this time the Hoho-
kain potters first departed from their traditional style
of finishing the red-on-buff pottery by applying a buff wash
on Sacaton Red-on-buff, In late Sacaton times (Santan
Phase) the first evidence of Salado traits is encountered,
These Salado peoples may or may not have introduced the

techniques of applying a red slip and polishing, or the Ho-
hokam may have copied them from Sacaton Red. The crudeness

of the polishing and the nature of the slip suggests a
prior ignorance of these techniques. For this reason, it
is believed that the Hohokam manufactured the pottery but
were instructed by the Salado. In short, it was during the
Santan Phase that a thin slip was applied to a Gila Plain
ware form. It was crudely polished and was fired so as to
have a blackened interior or not. In the following Soho
Phase, the slip gradually became heavier and the polishing
improved to the extent that patterns were created with the



1
This treatment of striatlons spread into the Verde

Valley and other bordering northern regions. Its focus
appears to be in the Gila Basin.
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polishing striations.1 The micaceous content of the pottery

decreased. These same traits improved until in the Civano

Phase polishing streaks were absent, the red slip was heavy

and mica was lacking. In addition a carbon streak was

present which before had been lacking. In short, the entire

process was one of a gradual evolution. In many instances

sherds are so intermediate in type that they cannot be assign-

ed to one type or the other. Figure 9 illustrates the

trends of the red ware.

PRCBNT OF N,ARES

Throughout the pottery development, there was a con-

tinual and gradual increase in the use of decorated types

culminating in a peak in the Sacaton Phase. There is little

or no evidence of any Santan Phase debris in trash mounds,

due, probably, to its short span of duration. However, it

was during this phase that a local red ware reappears. In

the following Soho Phase there was a considerable drop in

the red-on-buff types and a severe rise in the reds, plus

the introduction of polychromes, and by Civano times less than

two percent red-on-buff is represented while the red ware

that supplanted the decorated completely outstripped it in

numbers, and polychrome fell off.
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Percent of
1

Wares

1Based on approximately 1,000,000 sherds,

VESSEL RELATIONSHIPS

Red-on-buff

A curious development is noted when the correlation of

the decorated bowl and jar relationships are considered

tliroughout the phases. The earliest decorated type, Es-

trella Red-on-gray, occurred in bowl forms only. In the

following phase, jars were encountered for the first time

among the red-on-gray and from then on gradually increased

in number until by the Sacaton Phase, jars overshadowed

bowls. Jar forms only were found in the Soho Phase, the

last in which red-on-buff is represented.

The reason for such a development cannot be definitely

stated. As a general rule, the earliest pottery forms

decorated in prehistoric cultures were bowls. Whether

this was a result of the transfer of decoration from open

basketry to open earthen vessels or the choice of decorating

an open vessel rather than a closed one, because the sur-

fgoe offered was simpler to decorate, is questionable. How-

ever, one of the above may have been the reason for such

2Data prior to this phase is too slight to be considered.

Phase slain Decorated Red Polychrome

Civano
S oho
Sac a ton

Santa Cruz
Gila Butte
Snaketown 2

71 3
68.8
69 5
75 2
86.0
84 5

2.7
11.0
30,2
24,8
14 0
15.5

25,0
16.2

.3

.4
2.0
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a beginning in the Estrella Phase. In the next phase

decoration was first attempted on jars, and in the later

phases decorated jars became more abundant until in Soho

times they had completely supplanted decorated bowls.

Plain

It was further noted that the plain ware forms held

an inverse proportion to the decorated, though not to

such an exaggerated degree, from Gus Butte through Sac-

aton times when the Hohokam were undisturbed by outside

influene es.

Red

The red ware of the Soho Phase either helped to

balance the lopsided ratio of the decorated ware or vice

versa in having a heavy percentage of bowls. This even

continued into the Civano Phase where the red-on-buff

ware was negligible.

Discussion

In general, the above exhibits a development in the

decorated ware that was counter balanced by the plain ware

up through the Sacaton Phase, at the end of which the en-

tire process was upset by the introduction of red and

polyclirome wares. As a result of the appeal of the tech-

nique of smudging, more bowls were produced among the red

ware and the decorated supplied the balance in the form of

jars. As the decorated passed out of the picture in the

Classic Period, so went the Hohokam.
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Percent of Bowls to Jars

1Data from one trench only (33,083 sherds).

FINISH

Red-on-buff

The pottery of this valley observed the same changes

In finish as did that at Snaketown with one exception. Of

the few Estrella Red-on-gray sherds recovered none pre-

sented evidence of having been polished over the decoration.

The Estrella and Sweetwater Red-on-gray sherds were

definitely on the gray side in the majority of instances,

It is highly probable that this situation was the result of

a lack of any protective agent during firing between the

vessel and the fuel. The Snaketown Red-on-buff tended to

be more on the buff side, though considerable numbers were

gray.

From the Gila Butte Phase tbrough the Santa Cruz and

Sacaton Phases, the buff background was seldom fire

clouded.

During the Sacaton Phase a new technique entered, that

of placing an extra wash over the vessel giving the back-

Pha a e Decorated Red
Jars Bowls

Plain
Bowls Jars Bow1 Jars

Olvano - - 71.0 29.0 63.6 36.4
Soho - 100.0 78.0 22.0 557 4431
Sacaton 45.6 54,4 62.1 37.9
Santa Cruz 59.3 40.7 52.4 47.6
Gila Butte 68.3 31.7 42.1 57.9
Snaketown 82.2 17.8
Sweetwater 95.2 4.8
Estrella 100.0
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ground a lighter color after firing. This technique

may have resulted from a contact that instigated Sacaton

Red of the same phase.

Correlated with an improvement in the red ware was

the degeneration of the red-on-buff of the Soho Phase. The

use of an extra wash disappeared entirely, curvilinear

decoration was replaced by rectilinear completely, and in

many instances the decoration was placed directly on the

plain buff paste that had not had any wash applied.

Red

It was immediately following the Sacaton Phase that

Santan Red appeared. From all appearances, this type had

its beginning in the immediate locality. There is con-

siderable evidence to support this, Santan Red occurs

only in the if ohokam area; it is an exact replica of Gila

Plain with a black interior (Sacaton phase) with the ex-

ception of an applied red slip, the use of which may have

been borrowed from Sacaton Red; the polishing striatlons

are crude and plainly visible, very conceivably the result

of a prior ignorance of the polishing technique; the pol-

ishing technique improved and less mica is apparent as San-

tan Red evolved into Gila Red of the Soho Phase,

In the Civano Phase the polishing technique on the

red ware reached its peak and the mica temper, so typical

of the Hohokam wares, disappeared.
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Plain

The plain ware was only smoothed by the Hohokam, but

the Soho and Civano Phase plain ware exhibits a small per-

centage of polishing, a likely result of the new tech-

nique.

Polychr one

The polycbromes of the Soho Phase are definitely in-

trusive pieces. The paste in no way compares with the

local products, the design elements and layout are entirely

foreign to the Hohokam, and the high polish is far superior

to that of the Hohokam red ware of the same phase. The

Salado undoubtedly brought this type in with them.

Discuss ion

The introduction of a slip, the use of polishing, and

the loss of mica in the paste, coupled with other changes

in the late Hohokam phases suggest a gradual withdrawal of

the Hohokam.

VESSEL FORM

The data obtained regarding pottery was derived from

sherds in all but a few instances, and because of this

analysis was restricted. However, general shapes were

derived from the large sherds and nearly complete or whole

vessels.

Red-on-buff

Bowls show a general evolution from small hemispheri-

cal to large outfiared and large outcurved shapes.
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Jar forms also reveal a similar change - an increase

in size and a development from a high straight neck to a

low everted neck in Sacaton times plus the emergence of a

shoulder through the Santa Cruz and Sacaton Phases. During

the Soho Phase a complete change is revealed. The body

becomes smaller, the neck taller, and the use of a handle

enters. These traits are more typical of northern pottery

types such as Roosevelt Black-on-white. Even the use of

vertical elements in a neck band may be drawn from this

type. The entire change suggests a strong influence of

northern pottery, which may have been brought about by

Salado contacts or by the extensive trade that flourished

between the Tonto Basin and the Salt River Valley.

Scoops, plates, and thick-walled vessels show no
1

apparent longevity or change.

Plain

Hemispherical and outcurved bowls occur throughout.

Little can be stated concerning the jar forms other

than that low necks were in the majority.

Seed jars were present but exhibit no change in form.

Red

acaton Red introduced a new bowl form to the Hohokam,

the recurved rim bowl. It has no affinities with any pre-

ceeding or following types. Hemispherical bowls also occur.

Snaketown revealed a greater variety and change.
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No data was obtained concerning jar forms.

Santan Red bowl forms are similar to the plain ware

forms, but are on a smaller scale.

Jar form data was lacking.

Gus Red forxne were again similar to Santan Red, but

were larger. Eccentric types do enter in late Soho times

and are described under Salt Red.

Salt Red forms were a continuation of the Gila Red

shapes, but numerous varieties were added. Handles, jars,

tripod vessels, high funnel-shaped jar necks, unobliter-

ated coiled bowls, large outcurved bowls, small-bodied jars,

Gi].a-shouldered jars, rectangular containers, and a lack

of proportions concerning body and neck sizes were typical.1

In addition, it is difficult to state whether this type made

use of the paddle and anvil or the coil and scrape tech-

nique as none of the sherds exhibit anvil marks.

P olyohr orne

Incurved, reourved, outcurved, and hemispherical

bowls were encountered. This ware exhibited more variety

in bowl forms than any other.

High-necked and flattened globular-bodied jars were

the only jar shapes revealed.

DEC ORAT ION

Painting was the chief form of decoration on the

Some of these forms were encountered in Sacaton Red-
on-buff vessels at Snaketown. See Gladwin, H. S., et al.,
l937, pp. 172-175.
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red-on-buff ware being supplemented with incising during

the Pioneer and early Colonial Periods, punctating in the

Snaketown Phase, and knobbed decoration in the Santa Cruz

Phase.

A red slip was the only decorative element employed

on the red wares, the techniques of smudging, controlled

fire clouding, and polishing patterns having lent varia-

tion to the monotone.

The few locally manufactured polycbromes, as well as

the intrusives, made use of painting only, employing a red

base slip with black design elements on a white background.

DE$IGN LAYOUT

Because of the fact that sherds exhibit such a small

section of a vessel, the design layout is not always dis-

cernable. However, the following, which is derived from

the sherd analysis, represents the data obtained:

Red-on-buff

Bowls

All-over designs occurred from the Sweetwater through

the Sacaton Phases, being the only type in the Pioneer

Period. In Colonial times quartered designs and concentric

bands made their entrance. The latter was most extensive

during the Santa Cruz Phase while quartered designs reached

their peak in Sedentary times when sectioned designs were

popular.
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Bowl lips were decorated with a solid line during

the Santa Cruz and Sacaton Phases.

Jars

Banded patterns only were represented among the jar

forms and first appeared in Santa Cruz times. Data is

lacking prior to this phase.

The inner portion of the jar rim and also the lip

were first used for decorative fields in the Santa Cruz

Phase and continued to be decorated through the Sacaton

Phase. Pendant fringes and a solid line, the latter on

the lip, were elements employed,

The use of a neck band occurred only during the Soho

Phase at which time the vessel form and decoration were

affected by other influences,

Polychr one

Both band and all-over designs were employed in

bowl forms while bands only were used on jars.

Figure 10 illustrates the various trends discussed,
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INTRUS IVES

The problem of determining the associations of in-

trusives in stratigraphic work of this sort presents many

difficulties. Due to the method employed of removing

culture by means of artificially designated blocks, the

material of any given block might represent one or more

phases. If the former occurred, no obstacles arose. How-

ever, the presence of two phases complicated matters. It

was finally decided that an intrusive, occurring in a

block containing more than one phase, would be assigned to

the dominant phase represented. Figure 11, which con-

tains the associations of the intrusives, was compiled on

this premise. Those types whose associations do not com-

ply with the dates assigned them in their native regions

are in most instances sherds that occurred in multi-

phased blocks. The majority could have been assigned to the

proper association on the basis of the occurrence of mat-

erial of the same time, which, however, was not the domin-

ant phase of the block. There are a few instances where the

associations obviously d not reflect contemporaniety, i.e.

Jeddito Black-on-yellow occurring in a Santa Cruz block.

When the time element and the foci of the intrusives

are examined, a most interesting sequence is noted,

-129..
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During the Gila Butte Phase all of' the Intrusives

were northern. In the following phase, this northern

contact continued, and the first evidence of' trade with the

Tonto Basin area is noted. The northern contact remained

dominant in the Sacaton Phase, but that of the Tonto region

had become stronger. It was also during this phase that

the White Mountain area was first represented.

With the introduction of the Soho Phase, the northern

contact was suddenly erased and was supplanted by the

White Mountain-Tonto Basin complex.

Another shift is noted in the Civano Phase. The

Soho Phase contacts continue but are overshadowed by Tanque

Verde Red-on-brown, a type from the south and east (Sells
1

area).

In swmnary, the northern contacts of the Colonial and

Sedentary Periods were suddenly disrupted. This upset is

correlated with the influx of Salado traits. During the

Soho Phase trade was mostly with the region from which the

Salado came, the Tonto Basin, which opened up further trade

with the White Mountain area north of it.

1
This type is non-micaceous throughout. The Tucson

type becomes degenerate and mlcaceous from 1300-1400 A. D.
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BONE WORK

Awls (Plate .XXXDC A)

Description and manufacture: long, pointed, well-
polished bone

Material: deer tibia ('t)
Occurrence: $acaton Phase - 2
Use: punching holes in leather and textiles

Rings (Plate XXXIX C)

Description and manufacture: a wide band cut from
a large leg bone, well-polished

Material: unidentified
Occurrence: unpiaced - 2

Use: personal adornment, ring

Unknown object (Plate XXXIX B)

Description and manufacture: a flat, rectangular
piece of bone with rounded corners on
one end, well-polished

Material: unidentified
Occurrence: unpiaced - 1
Use: spatulate tool(?)

Discussion of bone work

The occurrence of worked bone was rare though not

surprising in light of the type of bone refuse encountered.
Large-boned animals apparently were uncommon to the region
as the rubbish mounds contained only small-boned species
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such as cottontail, jack rabbit, and rats. The worked

bone recovered was made from large bones of a size not

represented in the rubbish.

The specimens recovered - those that could be placed

in time - were in association with Sacaton Phase material.

The situation suggests that these larger specimens were

trade pieces or possibly the result of the early Salado

arrivals during the latter part of this phase.



PLATE XL



PLATE XXXIX

PLATE XL



I1ETALS AND MINERALS

The only objects of metal encountered were through

contact with Mr. Stockam while surveying the area south-

east of Higley, Arizona.

Considerable areas of his land were leveled for agri-

cultural use, in the course of which many objects were un-

covered by the plow and shovel. Desiring to save some of

this material, he dug in areas to be leveled before the

plow went over them. In a cremation area so treated, two

copper bells (Plate XL) were brought to light in associ-

ation with a Sacaton Red-on-buff jar. A survey of this

immediate spot gave evidence of an almost pure Sacaton

Phase site (94%). ]r. Stookam estimated that the bells

were "about two shovelsful deep."

A few mineral specimens, some of which had been

worked, were recovered in the course of testing.

Obsidian was found to occur from the Qua Butte

through the Civano Phase. Purquoise was restricted to the

Colonial Period (three specimens) and quartz crystals

(two) were found in association with Qua Butte material.

Hematite was uncovered in a Gila Butte cremation and

was also found in a few Sacaton trash mounds.

Galena and azurite (one of each) were the only other

minerals recovered. Their association, however, could not

be determined,



FOOD

The economy of the Hohokam in the Salt River Valley

was a varied one, consisting of hunting, gathering,

fishing, and agriculture.

As none of the food material has been identified,

little can be said of the species represented. However,

certain observations are worth noting.

Fishing

The occurrence of fish vertebrae in the Gila Butte

Phase and the use of fresh water mussel from the Colonial

through the Classic Period, are evidence of the use of

fish and gathering of mussels.

Gathering

No positive evidence of gathered material was un-

covered. However, small roasting pits and piles of hearth

stones, may imply the roasting of some vegetal matter such

as mescal. The fact that mesquite beans and cacti fruits

are abundant in season may allow for gathering such as is

practiced today by the Pima and Papago.

Hunting

Small animal bones were encountered in large numbers

in association with Colonial Period culture and gradually

fell off in numbers through the Sedentary to dwindle to

practically nothing in the Classic Period. One feature,
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however, was outstanding. All bones were of small mammals,

probably cottontail, jack rabbit, and rats. Desert tor-

toise shells were also represented. It may be due to this

very fact that the Hohokam had little or no opportunity to

progress along, the lines of bone work. A few occurrences

of this type of work are known among the Hohokam1, but

were lacking in the local stratigraphic tests.

Agriculture

The presence of canals from Gila Butte through Saca-

ton times In the Gila Basin2 and their presence In the

Sacaton Phase carried into the Classic Period (supposi-

tion based on the location of compounds close to the

canals) suggests a continual reliance on agriculture.

?hen the decrease in animal bones over this same period of

time Is considered, the situation might be considered as

a shift in the balance of economy (from hunting to agri-

culture) from early to late times, Corn was encountered

from the Gila Butte through the Civano Phases.

Gladwin, H. 3., Haury, E. W., Sayles, E. B., &
Gladwin, N., l9'7, pp. 154-155.

2Ibid., pp. 55-57.



CONCLUSIONS

It is hoped that a discussion of the diagnostics of

each phase and their trends coupled with the extra-local

influences introduced throughout, will present a fairly

clear concept of the culture complex of the Salt River

Valley.

PIONEER PERIOD

Vahki Phase

No evidence of this phase was encountered.

Estrella Phase

The occurrence of Estrella Red-on-gray was the only

evidence of this phase. The specimens recovered were few

and were always in close or direct association with inateri-

al of the Snaketown Phase.

One diagnostic of this pottery type as was established

at Snaketown, the technique of polishing over the decoration,

was absent. This suggests that the Salt River Valley was

peopled after the above mentioned technique fell from use

in the Gila Basin or that this practice was a Mogo].lon in-

true ion from the east or a Sonoran trait from the south that

never reached this valley.

Sweetwater Phase

This phase was also slightly represented, but more so

than the Estrella Phase, and again was either in close or

l36.r.
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direct a8sociatlon with Snaketown Phase material,

Sweetwater Red-on-gray pottery and two houses, simi-

lar in all respects to the Sweetwater type as set up at

Snaketown, were the only traits found. However, the direct

association of Snaketown Red-on-buff and a few Gila Butte

Red-on-buff sherds with Sweetwater Red-on-gray on these

house floors suggests that the Sweetwater and Snaketown

Phases were short-lived,

A single sherd of Vahki Red was associated with one

of the above houses. This too may have been the result of

a Mogollon influence.

Snaketown Phase

This was the earliest phase to exhibit the practice

of discarding rubbish on trash mounds.

Snaketown Red-on-buff was the only diagnostic recovered.

The material associated with this pottery was slight but

interesting.

STONE WORK

pecimen Technique

Mano Abrading
Metate (based on presence of manos)
Scraper
Hammers tone
Stone bowl (?)

SHELL WORK
Bracelet (Glycymeris) Ground

CLAY OBJECTS
Pottery discs Ground or

broken
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POTTERY

Same elements as Sweetwater Phase plus fine line

hatching.

The material culture was meagre and suggests a

gathering complex. The occurrence of bone in the rubbish,

and the presence of scrapers would add hunting. If the

material culture of the Snaketown Phase at Snaketown is

added, the picture remains the same, but suggests a more

sedentary pattern.

Discussion

The picture of the Pioneer Period In the Salt River

Valley is not as full as that at Snaketown, but the evi-

dence is similar. The Estrella and Sweetwater Phases pre-

sent little material culture, but that which is present is

representative of a hunting and gathering complex. The

Snaketown Phase still retains much of the former pattern

but begins to exhibit a change which materializes in the

Gila Butte Phase.

Pottery becomes more consistently buff, the grooving

on the exterior declines, and objects such as bracelets

and pottery discs Imply some leisure. When the traits of

Snaketown are included, greater numbers and varieties of

non-utilitarian objects are noted, The large square house

was being supplanted by a small rectangular type.

The appearance of trash mounds at this time suggests

an increase in population.

The Snaketown Phase was breaking away from the old
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pattern and turning toward a new one.

COLONIAL PERIOD

Gi].a Butte Phase (600-700 A. D.)

The majority of the traits developed by the Hohokam

in later times made their appearance during this phase.

STONE &ORK

Specimen Technique

Axe*
Pestle
Phallus Ground,
Palette Chipped, or
Chopper Abraded
Drill*
Hoe
Xnife*
Point*
Bead
Pendant
Ring
Pecking stone

*Snaketo Phase occurrences at Snaketown,

A number of ornamental and religious (?) specimens
were introduced as well as the techniques of grinding and
chipping, some of which appeared to a slight degree in the
previous phase.

SHELL WORX

Ornament
Pendant Ground or
Bead* Carved
Ring

CLAY OBJECTS

Pendant Ground
Figurine Modeled

Figurines made their appearance in a well developed
form. A few occurrences were noted at Snaketown in the
Snaketown Phase.
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P OTTY

A few of the elements of Snaketown Red-on-buff sur-

vived but were completely outnumbered by new units. In

fact, the Pioneer Period traits degenerated.

INTRUS IVEZ

For the first time intrusive sherds were encountered,

all of which were native to northern Arizona.

AGRICULTuhE

Mrioulture had been developed before or during this

phase as the presence of the hoe suggests. Coupled with

this was the use of canals at Snaketown and the occurrence

of corn in the Salt River Valley.

ARCHITECTURE

The house type, of which only portions were en-

countered, was rectangular in shape and apparently made

use of a gable rather than a flat roof.

The Snaketown type of ball court was an innovation

probably resulting from an outside influence or contact.

DISPOSAL OF ThE DEAD

Small pit cremations with a few offerings.

Discussion

Prior to this phase, signs of occupation were scarce

with the exception of the Snaketown Phase during which there

was a slight increase over that of earlier times. In Gila

Butte times, however, there was a considerable jump if the

number of sites and quantity and diversity of material

present may be used as a criterion. The use of canals
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alone implies a sizeable group of people for its con-

struction and the tilling of the soil. Coupled with this

increase in population is the sudden introduction or dev-

elopment of new traits and techniques. When a comparison

is made between the Snaketown and Gila Butte Phases many

differences are noted which suggest that other groups of a

similar culture complex, having traits foreign to those of

the local natives, came into the valley. Through cultural

shuffling, the combined groups adopted, rejected, and dev-

eloped the traits that went to make up the Gila Butte

Phase. By means of trade to the south great quantities of

shell material were obtained. Possibly stone work and the

idea of a ball court may have received their incentive from

this contact. The intrusive pottery is evidence of north-

ern trade.

The Hohokam were definitely blossoming at this time.

Santa Cruz Phase (700-900 &. D.)

This phase to all intents and purposes was one of

development,

STONE WORK

Stone rings and the use of a labret were the only

new objects encountered while the techniques of grinding

and carving reached their peak in the latter part of the

phase.

SHELL WORK

Nothing in the way of new artifacts made an appearance.

However, the technique of carving became more ornate than
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at any other time. All other objects and techniques

were in a developmental trend.

The single innovation regarding shell work was that

of the technique of etching.

POTTERY

The pottery of this phase was a continuation of Gila

Butte Red-on-buff with further developmental trends being

apparent. Certain designs were discarded while others

were elaborated upon.

IN THUS IVES

Intrusives were greater in nwnber and variety but

all were from the north with the one exception of Miinbres

Bold Face Black-on-white which was native to southwestern

New Mexico.

DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD

Small pit cremations with a few offerings, a carry-

over from the Gila Butte Phase, and an inverted type of

cremation were representative of this phase.

Discussion

Aside from the introduction of etching, this phase was

one of quiet development. It was during this phase that the

Hohokam were most widespread.

SEDENTARY PERIOD

Sacaton Phase (900-1100 A. D.)

The Hohokam culture reached its peak and flowered

'Gladwin, #. & H. S., 1935, p. 239.

1
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during this phase.

STONE WORK

The greatest variety and treatments of stone objects

occurred at this time. The transition period between

Santa Cruz and Sacaton times might be considered the great-

est period of stone carving. Chipping, especially points,

was rising.

SHELL WORK

As with stone, the greatest variety and treatment

of shell specimens were found in this phase. All tech-

niques used by the ifohokam in the manufacture of shell ob-

jects were employed.

POTTERY

New elements were introduced into the field of

decoration and vessel shapes were large and graceful.

Pottery without doubt had reached its peak.

INThTJS IVES

The trade ware, as before, was coming from the north.

ARCHITECTURE

The house form was still rectangular but the ends were

noticeably rounded and the entrance passage bulbous In form,

often containing a step.

A new type of ball court was developed suggesting a

change within the group.

Boulder sites were first erected during this time, and

If the nature of their use was one of protection a dis-

turbance of some sort must have motivated them. Because
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of the nature of the pottery associated with these

structures, they might represent a Santan Phase structure.

Discuss ion

Sacaton Red, the first red ware to occur In the Hoho-

kam area since the disappearance of Vahki Red in the Pioneer

Period, was associated with this phase. Whether it was

an intrusive type or the result of a Hohokam development

Is a question. The paste will pass as native but the use

of a slip and the technique of polishing is definitely

foreign.

Lii interesting fact not mentioned before is the lack

of shell rejects during this as well as all other phases

throughout the history of the Hohokam. This suggests a

trade with the actual artisans. La P].aya, a site in Son-

ora, about 60 miles below the border, Is literally covered

with shell rejects and reveals few actual specimens, a re-

verse of the situation as found among the Hohokam. The

presence of Hohokam artifacts and pottery at La Playa im-.

plies contact as does the presence of Sonoran pottery at

Snaketown. This site may have served as a mecca for the

shell industry. Native shell was certainly brought there

and worked. The Hohokam had contacts with them up through

the Sacaton Phase as the presence of Sacaton Red-on-buff

implies. These relations were then apparently disrupted

1GladwIn, H. S., Haury, E. W., Sayles, E. B., &
Gladwin, N., 1937, p. 214.
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as there is no evidence of later trade. The decline of

carved shell, the loss of etching, and the degenerate sur-

vivals of the Soho Phase would be a natural sequel to such

a cultural disturbance. However, it is a question as to

where the Hohokam of the Soho Phase obtained their shell as

shell rejects are not in evidence.

The Sacaton Phase, one of ornateness, marks the peak

of the Hohokam development. The area covered by the Hohokani

of this phase was less widespread than that of the Colonial

Period.
1

Santan Phase (1100-1150 A. D.)

This phase is marked- by the introduction of foreign

traits that are associated with material representative of

the Sacaton Phase. Because of the nature of the diagnos-

tics, only pottery, worked bone, and caliche lumps may be

expected to be contained in trash mounds. The problem of

assigning material to the Santan Phase on this survey was

thus handicapped. Only Santan Red and a few fragments of

worked bone were encountered in the rubbish heaps. On the

basis of this, trash mound 1]. at Site 62 may be assigned to

the Santan P]aase as Santan Red was present In the upper

levels, ranging from .2 to .7 percent of the total pottery

sample.

A small portion of the Sacaton Red-on-buff associated

with the Santan Phase exhibited a degeneracy In treatment,

new elements of design, and a change In form. The pigment

1Gladwin, W. & H. S., 195, p. 249.
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on occasions was not fast, but was inclined to be on the

fugitive side. The extra wash that occurred on pure

Sacaton Red-on-buff was either present, was slopily applied

and streaked, or was entirely absent. The sharply recurved

jar neck still occurred, but a low vertical neck was also

associated. A number of jars, proto-types of Casa Grande

Red-on-buff, were small and almost globular, failing to ex-

hibit the Gila shoulder so typical of Sacaton Red-on-buff

vessels. A rectilinear meander was introduced on bowl forms

and also was used as a psuedo band decoration around the

low vertical-necked jars. Another unit employed on the

neck was a series of repeated elements like our letter ?tH.

These traits are by no means in the majority, but

their presence is significant as they mark a transition be-

tween Sacaton and Casa Grande Red-on-buff. Because of the

nature of these traits it was deemed best to refer to this

type as a Santan variant of Sacaton Red-on-buff.

The presence of inhumations,1 walled structures,

worked bone, and polished and smudged pottery are all def-

mate signs of a new element.

An interesting fact is noted pertaining to the rubbish

of this phase. To all appearances Santan material is rarely

encountered in trash mounds in recognizable traits, but

when such occurs, in the form of Santan Red, it is in the

1
Present at Snaketown and at Pueblo Grande.
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extreme minority. Since Sacaton Red-on-buff is a diag-

nostic of the Sacaton and Santan Phases, all associated

rubbish must be assigned to the Sacaton Phase unless San-

tan Red is present.

When the general evolution of trash mounds throughout

all phases is considered, the Santan Phase presents an in-

teresting situation. All trash mounds are either pre-San-

tan or post-Santan in time. That is, mounds that had

their beginning in the Snaketown, Gila Butte, or Santa

Cruz Phases were used for discarding rubbish up to, but

never through the Santan Phase; and those of the Soho

Phase were begun again on the desert floor and were not a

continuation of a pre-Santan mound. In short, no trash

mound contains material that overlaps the Sacaton and Soho
1

Phases. The Santan Phase presents the aspect of a break.

Evidently, the Salado were an unwelcome people.

Since this phase exhibits degenerate Sacaton Red-on-

buff and pre-Casa Grande Red-on-buff forms and Salado

traits; and because the earliest intrusive assigned to the

Soho Phase is 1150 A. D., the Santan Phase has been dated

as 1100-1150 A. D.

CLASSIC PERIOD

Soho Phase (1150-1325 A. D.)

Large scale changes were brought about during this

phase.

1See Appendix VIII.
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STONE WORK

Traits foreign to the Hohokam, stone discs and

polishing stones, appeared, while native traits were ab-

sent or present in a degenerate form. Stone bowls,

phalli, atone rings, and knives were absent. Palettes

were degenerate. Grinding, carving and chipping techniques

were less used, while abrading grew in importance.

SHELL WORK

The use of shell reached its peak In quantity during

this phase. Grinding, however, was basic with a slight

amount of carving being noticeable. There was also a drop

In the variety of species represented.

CLAY OBJECTS

Spindle whorls, clay beads, and comales were added to

the mounting list of foreign traits at this time,

POTTERY

Probably the one trait to exhibit the greatest change

was that of pottery. Polychr.ome was introduced In large

quantities and by no stretch of the Imagination could it

be considered a Hohokam product.1 It seems that It was a

case of a bag and baggage migration.

The most noticeable transformation, however, was in

the red-on-buff pottery. Bowls were non-existant or rare

1Gladwin, W. & H. S., 1929b, pp. 128-129, No Salado
contacts, such as polyobrome, were found among the Hohokam
of Papagueria.
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at best. Jar shapes were completely altered, and a

rectilinear decoration was employed which was entirely

foreign to the mode of Sacaton times. To all appearances

the jar took on the aspect of Roosevelt Black-on-white -

a tall neck with vertical linear decoration, a globuler

body with slightly compressed sides decorated in a band

pattern with rectilinear elements, and the use of a flat

handle, The only Hohokam elements to remain were the red

on buff color combination and the use of local clays.

Decorated ware made up 11 percent of the total as compared

to O percent In the Sacaton Phase,

Red ware increased to 16 percent of the total. A

number of non-Hohokam shapes were introduced In Gila Red

during this phase.

INThUS IVES

No longer were intrusives coining from the northern

area. Now foreign types from further east in the White

Mountain and Tonto Basin area held sway.

DISPOSAL OF ThE DEAD

Both inhuniations and cremations occur during this

phase. As yet, a polychrome vessel has not been found

associated with a cremation,

ARCHITECTURE

The Hohokam style house continued to be used and was

associated with contiguous rooms on an artificial mound or

was in the open flats by itself.
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Discussion

The following list of non-Hohokam traits was in-.

troduced in the Santan Phase:

Inhuma ti on
Walled structure
Santan Red
Worked bone

The Soho Phase added the following:

Stone discs
Polishing stone
Spindle whorl
Clay bead
Comale
Polyclir one
Gila Red (replaced Santan Red)

These traits are all northern and may only be attri-

buted to the Salado of the Tonto Basin.

Why did the Salado suddenly enter the Salt River

Valley, an environment different from that of their own?

A curious set of circumstances, of which evidence has

been presented, may lift a bit of the haze.

The Salado entered the valley impressing their culture

on the Hohokam in the Soho Phase. Those of the Santan Phase

may be considered as a small dribble into the area as they

did not affect the culture as did those of the Soho Phase.

The intrusives from the Flagstaff area were suddenly

replaced by those of the White Mountain region between Saca-

ton and Soho tines.

The shell trade to the south was disrupted at the end

of the Sacaton Phase.

All of these occurrences may be placed around 1100 to

1150 A. D., in round figures,
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To go further, what happened in the Flagstaff area

that may have caused a break in the trade relations? There

was a sudden depopulation of the area in Pueblo III times

and the few remaining groups concentrated in pueblos east

of Flagstaff.

A similar question in regard to the La Playa region

must go unanswered because of a lack of sufficient data.

To all appearances, the area was depopulated, but that re-

mains to be shown.

Why did the White Mountain area replace Flagstaff in

trade relations? There was a sudden burst of building

throughout this region In Pueblo III 'times, possibly the

result of an influx of people. The Salado undoubtedly

were on good relations with this area prior to their migra-

tion southward since It was so close, and may have con-

tinued them by carrying their trade to the Salt River Valley.

The situations were definitely present though the

attempted explanations may not be considered adequate.

No matter, the twelfth century becomes suspiciously sig-

nificant In the light of the above. Was any other region

outwardly affected? The Chaco area was abandoned in 1130

A. D. The Mimbres and Classic Phases display a gap from

1150 through 1250 A. D. in the Mimbres areas The south-

eastern portion of Arizona, an area of Hohokam-Mogollon

affinities, reveals little culture after 1100 A. D. Thus,

a large area had been affected by a disturbance of some

sort.
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Of the seven regions considered, five were partially

or completely abandoned and only two received others and

grew. The resources of the latter were such that a large

number could exist within the confines of their natural

boundaries

Were ecological factors the prime cause of the de-

population of these five areas? Then why were the other

two regions spared? Were the inhabitants of the depopu-

lated areas forcedto move out because the local resources

had been drained? If so, why can't they be traced? Possibly

small groups left at intervals and were assimilated by

whatever group accepted them. Were these abandoned areas the

result of nomadic influxes? There is no evidence of such.

A. combination of the ecological factors and drained re-

sources or either one alone seems the most logical answer.

If the withdrawal were a gradual affair, the natives would

not have been able to carry very much of their culture with

them, and as a result, when they did mix with another group,

their disappearance was complete. This is all a far cry

from the Salt River Valley, and more research will be

necessary to fit the pieces together, but the Hohokani wore

definitely affected by it.

Civano Phase (1325-1400 A. D.)

This phase in the Salt River Valley is marked by the

complete dominance of Salado traits with a sprinkljng of

Hohokam reinnanta. This situation is not as marked in the
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Gila Basin.

STONE WORK

The long-bitted axe, the increase in the use of the

technique of abrading, and the almost complete dominance

of utilitarian artifacts, coupled, with the increase in

stone discs and polishing stones are marked in this phase.

SHELL WORK

What shell work remained in the Soho Phase gradually

was lost during this phase. Grinding only was employed.

POTTERY

The absence or rare occurrence of the Hohokam Casa

Grande Red.on-buff, the increase in red ware, and the de-

crease in polychrome sum up the situation.

INTRUS IVES

Once again there was a shift from one area to another

in trade relations. The material of this phase came from

the Sells area In general, though a few were still trick-

ling In from the White Mountain region.

DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD

Inhumation had completely supplanted cremation.

ARCH ITECTIJRE

Compounds were the only evidence of architectural

remains.

Discussion

Thus, the beginning of the Civano Phase marked the

complete end of the k1ohokam culture in the Salt River Valley.

Did the Hohokam leave the field to the Salado or had they
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become amalgamated with them? If and when any Hohokam

left the area it was probably during the 8antan Phase, as

it was at that time that a sudden distinct drop in the Ho-

hokam culture is most evident. Those who departed may have

done so over a space of years in small groups and lost

themselves among other peoples or it may have been a large

migration. There is no evidence to support the latter.

If the migrants moved elsewhere and never attempted to

revive their culture, but immediately accepted that of

another culture, of course evidence would be lacking.

No matter, the break occurred between the Sedentary and

Classic Periods and there was an ap rent depopulation of

the Salt River Valley between these two periods. Sacaton

sites are widespread, but Soho sites as well as Civano are

restricted to a small area along the Salt River.

The gradual disappearance of the Hohokam traits

through the Soho Phase and the lack of a severe break be-

tween the Soho and Civano Phases suggests that a nwnber of

Hohokam remained in the valley and by the end of Soho times

had been assimilated completely by the Salado,

But then what happened to the Salado? Why did they

leave2 Where did they go? Were they too swallowed up by

other groups as were the Hohokani who left before the

Classic Period?
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APPENDIX II

COMPARATIVE DATA ON THE PREHISTORIC CANALS

02 02
0

4.) 04-'
(Dr4t.i4 4)0 Prl 43

024' c t-4
002 0
bOa b002 002 02

43.r4 -02 S100 0 0

1Patriok, H. R., 1903, pp. 6-8.
2llodge, F. W., 1893, pp. 324-330.
3Matthewa, W., 1893, p. 147.
4Turney, 0. A., 1929, pp. 48, 72-73,
5Robinson, W. H., 1919, p. 18.
6Turney, 0. A., 1929, p. 9.
7Turney, 0. A., 1929, p. 11.
8Baxter, 3., 1888.

Patrick 135 28 12 140,000 120,000 1

Hodge 150 14 250,000 200- 2
300,000

Matthews 150 12-15 80- 3
100,000

Tuney 230 46 14 100,000 50,000 4

Robinson 150 240,000 100,000 5

Garliok 300 450,000 6

Cushing 200,000 7

Baxter 90,000 8
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APPENDIX III

MEAN MEASUREMENTS OF SOUThWESTN COURTS

RELATIONSHIPS

percent percent
Floor length to

overall length 57.6 83.7

Floor width to
overall width 64.5 69.5

Overall width to
overall length 35.6 63.2

Width to length 31.4

Feature Snaketown
type

meters

Casa Grande
type

meters
Floor length 59.la 26,30

Overall length 108.10 34.90

Floor width 19.70 14.10

Overall width 32.70 21,50

Crest to fill 2.90 1.48

Crest to floor 4.00 1,60
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APPENDIX VI

ANALYSIS OF

Percent of red-on-buff
Layer to total 8herds

PI TEST

Percent of red-on-buff
to total decorated

Santa Cruz Gila Bitte Snaketown
1 30.5 46.8 52.5 .7
2 5.0 38.1 61.9

3 21.5 8.9 91.].

4 22.8 12.9 85.7 1.4
5 18.2 7.8 92.2

2.0 10.0 90.0



1 GB:1:l
Snaketown

2 GB:1:1
Snaketown

NA 405
Wupatkl

Ar I Z :U :2:1
Casa Grande

ArIz:BB:1O :1
Redlngton

4r1z:AA:12:18
Hodges' Site

NA 2132
Winona

8 Ariz:U;15:1
AdamsvIllo

9 Casa Blanca

10 .AXhiz:BB:1O:1
Redington

11 Ariz:BB:9:1
Romero
Vashki (44)?

12 PG 11
Pueblo de Lehi

13 PG 46
Los Muertos

14 PG6
Villa Buena
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APPKNDIX VII

DATA ON BALL COURTS IN THE SOUTHWEST

NO. S ITE LOCATION

T33 ,R4E,S

T33 ,R4E, S

T25N,R1QE, S30

T53 , R8E, 322

T11S,R18E,S

T133 , R13E, S

T21N,R9E, 314

T53,R9E,SE

T48 ,R4E,S

T11S ,RI8E,3

TllS ,R14E, 334

TiN, R5E, 316

T1S,R4E,S

T1S ,R1E, 311

4 nil. NW of Casa
Bla noa

4 nil, NW of Casa
Bla no a

400' N of Wupatki

Casa Grande Nat1
Monument

* m. NE of Small-
house Ranch

Ca. 1 ml. E of
Jaynes Station

Between Coolidge
and Florence

* m. NE of Small-
house Ranch & 400'
W of court #5

lm, Eof US 80
on mesa S of McGee
Rd. in Romero Canyon

NW of Mesa, Ariz.

Near Guadalupe
Yaqui Village

2 nil, W of Laveen
ca. 100 yds. 3 of
road just inside
Marloopa Reservation



15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

PG 46
Lo8 Muertos

PG6
Villa Buena

Pueblo Priinero

NA 3669
Ridge Ruin

NA 3287
Ridge Ruin

NA 3527
Clear Creek

NA 3528
Verde 5:19

NA 3528

Esoalante

Icwahadt

Ariz:CC:15:l
Chiricahuas
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NO. SITE LOCATION

NA 1893 T24N,R8E,S1
Wupatki Road

NA 3254 T25N,R8E,824
Second Sink

PG 19 T1N,R4E,320
Pueblo del Monte

NA 804 T25N,R8E,S35
Eighteen Fourteen

TiS ,R4E, S

P15, R1E, 511

TiN, R2E, 331

T21N, R1OE,S7

T21N,R1OE,S7

T13N,R5E, 315

T13N,R5E, 328

T13N,R5E,528

*111±.3 of 2nd
Sink

ml. N of
Maricopa Butte

Deadinan's Wash
region

450' W of court
#14

At NA 1785

* mi. W of Ridge
Ruin

3/4 mi. above
mouth of Clear
Creek

Above mouth of
Clear Creek on
S side
W side of Clear
Creek

Near Phoenix-.
Florence RR

South of Casa
Grande

Chlrioahua Mts.

30
Chiricahua

Chlricahua Mts.

31 TiN, R2E, 31 ml.. W of State
Las Colinas Fairgrounds
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NO. SITE LOCATION

32 T16N,R12E,S
Chaves Pass
Ruin

33 PG 6 T1S,R1E,S11
Villa Buena

34 T53,R8E,S 6 ml. E Of
Casa Grande

35 PG1O
Casa de Mesa T1N,R5E,825-27

36 PG 32 T1N,R3E,S29
Pueblo Viejo

37 PG 17 T1N,R5E,8].
Pueblo Moroni

38 PG 62 T2N,R5E, 330
Pueblo Ultimo

39 Arlz:M;].2 North tip of
Tucson Mts.

40 PG5 T1N,R3E, 33
La Cludad

41
Ft. McDowell

42 On mesa top
Puye,New Mexico

43
San Jose T73,R26E,3 N of Solomonvillo

44 East of Casa
Vashkl Grande at Vashki
Romero? (ll) (Indian Tanks) near

Santa Catalina Mts.

45 PG 60 SE of Higloy

46 PG 60 SE of' Higley



CONS ThUCTION

Earth

Earth
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3 MasOnry

4 Earth

5 Rubble and earth

6 Earth

7 Earth

8 Earth

9 Earth

10 Rubble and earth

1].

12 Earth

13 Earth

14 Earth

15 Earth

i6 Earth

FLOOR
END MARKERS

Water worn
boulder
(.30x.20 m.)
Pebble. S
end only

N end soft
spot

None

None

FEATURE$
CENTER MARKERS

Water worn
b ou.lder

(.35x.20x.1O In.)
Depos It of
Sacaton RIB
sherds

Stone

None

4 Stones

None

17 Rubble and earth

18 Earth and some
rubble

Box of 4
stones - S
end only

None

19 Earth

20 Earth

21 Earth

22 Earth None 2 stones

2 Earth 2 clay mark-.
ers at each
end

2 stones
Clay



CONSTRUCTION FLOOR FEA'rw.E&
END MARKERS CENTER MARKERS

24 Rubble and earth

25 Earth

26 Earth

27

28

29 Earth

30 Earth

31

32. Earth

33 Earth

34 Earth

35 Earth
36 Earth
37 arth
38 Earth

39

40

41

42 Rubble and earth
43

44

45 Earth

46 Earth

Stone (50-60 lbs.)
Shall & Turquoise
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LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH
FLOOR OV-ALL FLOOR OVER-ALL TO FILL TO FLOOR

1 56.25 120.0 18.75 33.O 2.5 4,0

2 22.? 25.0 10.6 15.0 1.0

3 30.3 30.3 18.3 18.3

4 24.8 38.2 14.1 24.4 .9 1.8

5 54.1 83.5 24.8 2.7

6

7 28.1 31.2 14.7 24.4 1.8

8 18.2 10.3 .8'.

9 119.0 2.7

10 27.4 12.2 .45

1]. 50.0

12 45.7 3.0
13 30.4 15.2

14 67.2 110.0 19.8 27.4 1.8

15

16 32.4 18.3

17 32.0 22.8 1,5

18 28.7 36.6 15.0 18.3

19 61,. 45.7 4.6
20 36.0 25.0 1.5

21

22 32.6 40.0 17.4 28.5 1.5
23 30.8 38.5 15.5 28.5 1.5

24 33.0 23.8 1.7

25 34.5 25.0

26 64.1 26.5
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21

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

41

42

43

44

46

LENGTh WIDTH
FLOOR OVER-ALL FLOOR. OVt-ALL

40.0 20.0

38.2

31.4 22.8
20.9 11.0

39.6 22.9

£11 data in meters.

DEPTH
TO FILL TO FLOOR

1.5



END UNITS OPENING PLATFORM ORIENTATION

E-W

N-S

N-S

x x N-S

x E-W

9 9 11-3?

x x N-S

8 x N-S

x E-W

N-S

N-S

N-S

E-W

N-S

N-S

N-S

N-S

E-W 9

209 N-S

21 X X E-W

22 x X N-S

23 x x N-S

24 X X N-S

25 x x N-S
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x

10 None 9 None 9

11?
12 9 9

13,

14

9

x

9

15 x X

16 x x
ill None None 9

18 x x

19 9
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END UNITS OPENING PLATFORM ORIENTATION

36 7

37 ?

38.?

39 7

40?
41 9

42

43 9

44 9

45

46

E-W

x 0 N-S

26

277 0 7

287 7

29 None 7 None ? N-S

30? 7

31? 9

32?
33 None 9 None 7 N-S

34 x None 7 N-S

357
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BRANCH PHASE TIMECULTuk E

1 Hohokam Gila Basin Gila Butte ca. 500-
tbr ough 1100 A.D.
Sacaton

2 Hohokam Gila Basin Sacaton ca. 900-
1100 A.D.

3 Hohokam & Sinagua & Winona & Ca. 1000-
Mogollon Verde Padre 1100 A.D.

4 Hohokam Gus Basin Sac a ton Ca. 900-
through 1350 1 A.D.
Civano ?

5 IIohokam Tucson Canada - Ca. 500-
R inc on - 900 A.D.

6 Hohokam Tucson

7 Hohokam Verde Winona Ca.- 1000-
1100 A.D.

8 Hohokam Gus Basin S oho- Ca. 1100-
Civano - 1350 A.D.

9 H ohokani Gila Basin

10 Hohokam Tucson Rinoon Ca. 900..
- 1100 A.D.

11 Hohokam Tucson

12 Hohokain GUs Basin

13 Hohokam Gus Basin

14 Hohokam Gila Basin Gus Butte- Ca. 500-
Santa Cruz - 900 A.D.

15 Hohokam & Verde & Winona & Ca. 1000-
Mogollon Sinagua Padre - 1100 A.D.

16 Hohokani & Verde & Winona & Ca. 1000-
Mogollon Sinagua Padre - 1100 A.D.

17 Hohokam Gila Basin Sacaton Ca. 900-
Civano - 1350 AD.

18 Hohokam & Verde & Winona & Ca. 1000..
Mogollon S inagua Padre 1100 A.D.

19 Hohokam Gus Basin

20 Hohokani Gus Basin Sacaton I Ca. 900-
- 1100 A.D.
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CULTURE ANCH PHASE TIME

21 Hohokam Gila Basin
22 Hohokam & Verde & Winona & ca. 1000-

Mogollon Sinagua Padre - 1100 A. D.
23 Hohokam & Verde & Winona & Ca. 1000-

Mogollon Sinagua Padre - 1100 A. D.
24 Hohokam Verde Camp Verde Ca. 900 (700?)-

- 1100A.D.
25 Hohokam Verde Camp Verde ca. 900-.

- 1100 A.D.
26 Hohokam Verde Winona Ca. 1000-.

- 1100 A.D.
27
28

29 Hohokam Tucson Rincon- Ca. 700-.Rillito - 1100 AD.
30 Hohokarn Tucson

31

32 Mogollon Sinagua Padre & Ca. 1000-
Winona 1100 A.D.

33 Hohokam G11a Basin

34 Hohokam Gila Basin
35 Hohokam Gila Basin Civano ? Ca. 1250-

1350 A.D.
36 Hohokam Gila Basin Sacaton- Ca. 900-

Soho - 1250 A.D.
3? Hohokam Qua Basin Solio Ca. 1100..

1250 A.D.

38 Hohokain Qua Basin Saoaton Ca. 900-.
- 1100 £.D.

39 Hohokam Tucson

40 Hohokam Gila Basin
41 Hohokam Qua Basin



CULLJ±E

42 Hohokam

43 Hohokam

44 Hohokam

45 Hohokan

46 Hohokam

tDNCH

Tucson

Tucaon

Qua BOIn

Gila Baain

-17?-

PHASE TIME

Santa Cruz-
Civano

Qua Butte-
Civano



REMBKS

Excavated by Gila Pueblo in
1936. Court repaired twice.
End units higher than: court
proper.

2 Excavated by Gila Pueblo in
1936. Narrow incline 3,00 in,
long at north end.

3 Tested by Museum of Northern
Arizona in 1934.

4 Tested by Pinkley in 1918.

5 End units 1.00 m. above court
proper. Wall crests 1.5 in.
above desert level.

6 Tested by State Museum and
Isabel Kelley.
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7 Excavated by Museum of
Northern Arizona in 1937.

8 Tested by Pinkley in 1918.

9

BIBL IOGRAI'HY

Haury, E. W., 1937,
pp. 36-41

Haury, E. W., 1937,
pp. 40-43

Hargrave, L.
pp. 2-3

McGregor, J.
pp. 39-42

McGregor, J.
pp. 55-58

Fewkes, J. W., 1907,
p. 313.
Pinkley, F., 1935,
pp. 385-389, 456-
458

State Museum Files

State Museum Files
Kelley, I., unpub-
lished manuscript

, 1931,

C., 1937,

C., 1936,

McGregor, J. C.
pp. 10-19
McGregor, J. C.
Wetherill, M.
1939, p. 53.
McGregor, J. C.

p. 57
McGregor, J. C.
pp. 39-42

, 1937,

&
A.,

1936,

1937,

Fewkes, J. Vi., 1907,
p. 27
Pinkley, F., 1935,
p. 385-386, 458

Turney, 0.,
p. 58.

Fewkes, J.
p. 27
Pinkley, F.
p. 386

1929,

W., 1907,

1935,



Arizona in 1932 and 1937.
Entrances masonry lined.
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p. 32
McGregor, J. C.,

pp. 77.

REMARKS BIBLIOGRAPHY

10 No apparent opening or platform State Museum Files

11 No Salado sherds State Museum Files

12 Graded Turney, 0., 1929,
p. 89

Moorhead, W.L, 1906,
p.97
Pueblo Grande Files

13 Graded Turney, 0., 1929,
p. 12
Pueblo Grande Files
Haury, E. W., 1935,
p. 73

14 Banks 2.5 in. high and 8 in. wide. Turney, 0., 1929,
pp. 56-57

15 Museum of Northern
Arizona Files

16 Museum of Northern
Arizona Files

17 Wall crests 1-rn. above
desert level. Break at

Turney, 0., 1929,
p. 79

north end. Pueblo Grande Files

18 Tested by Museum of Northern Co].ton, H. S., 1932,

1939, pp. 10-19
MoUr egor, J. C.,
1937, pp. 3 9-40
McGregor, J. C.,
1936, p. 5?

19 Graded Turney, 0., 1929,
p. 12
Haury, E. W., 1935,
p. 73
Hodge, F. W., 1893,
p. 329
Pueblo Grande Files

20 Wall crests 1-rn. above
desert level

Turney, 0., 1929,
p. 5?
Pueblo Grande Files

21 Graded. Had end units. Turney, 0., 1929,
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above desert level.

REMARKS BIBLIOGRAPHY

22 Tested by the Museum of Museum of Northern
Northern Arizona in 1939. Arizona Files

23 Tested by the Museum of Museum of Northern
Northern Arizona in 1939. Arizona Files

24 Openings at each end.
700 - 900 Gila Pueblo

Colton, II. 3., 1939,
p. 48, 50

900 - 1100 Museum of North-.
em Arizona

Mindeleff, C., 1896,
p. 243
Museum of Northern
Arizona Files
Gladwin, H. S., 1930,
p1. 27 A

25 Openings at both ends. Mindeleff, C., 1896,
p. 243

Colton, H. S., 1939,
p. 48, 50

Museum of Northern
Arizona Files

26 Colton, H. 3., 1939,
p. 48, 51

Museum of Northern
Arizona Files

27 Fewkes, J. w., 1907,
p. 27

Fewkes, J. W., 1912,
p. 112

28 S of Casa Grande Pewkes, J. W., 190'7,
p. 27

Fewkes, J. W., 1912,
p. 112

29 State Museum Files

30 State Museum Files

31 Pinkley, F. and E.,
1931, p. 98
Pueblo Grande Files

32 J. C. McGregor, informant.

33 Complete oval. Banks 1-rn. Pueblo Grande Files



43

44

REMARKS

34 Tested by Pinkley In 1918.

35 Five courts mentioned by
informant who leveled land.

36 Informant says small court.

37 Informant says small court.

38 Partially graded.

39

40 Graded.

4].

42 No end platforms. Opening
on west end. Stone ring
recovered at site. May
be late Santa Clara con-
struction after Spanish
contact. (Hewett)
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APPENDD( IX

DCRIPTI0N OF NEW POTTERY TYP

GILA RED

TYPE SPECIMENS: Sherds Nos, T09-50, T52-53 in type col-
lection at Pueblo Grande
Vessels Nos. T87-90, T104

TYPE SITE: Pueblo Grande, Phoenix, Arizona

STAGE: Classic Hohokam, Soho Phase

TIME: Ca. 1150-1000 A. D.

DESCRIPTION:
Constructed: by paddle and anvil. Fired: In oxIdiz-

ing atmosphere. Core: brick-red, tan, gray. Carbon streak:
rare. Temper: abundant water-worn sand and moderate amounts
of coarse to medium light angular fragments and an occas-
ional inclusion of mica sehist, mica noticeable in cross-
section, mica heavy on both surfaces. Surface finish: both
surfaces of bowls and exterior of jars slipped, polishing
striations form decorative pattern on slipped surfaces, ex-
teriors of sherds Indistinguishable frQm Gila Smudged ex-
teriors. Surface hardness: 2.5 - 3.O, Surface color: dark
red to red, occasionally brownish, Fracture: crumbling to
slightly shattering. Forms: hemispherical and outcurved
bowls 50%, low-necked jars 49%, scoops 1%. Size: bowl diam-
eter 20-35 om.,2jar mouth 5-25 cm. Rims: 1A3, 1A4, 1A7,
IBO, 1B7, 1B12. Recorded wall thickness: bowls 4-9 nun.,
largest Individual range 4 nun., average thickness 5.5 nun.;
jars 6 inn., largest Individual range 1 nun., average thick-
ness 6 nun. Fire clouds: common and large. No painted
decoration.

COMPARISON;
Qua Smudge - has a smudged interior.
Salt Red - exhibits little or no mica, has a carbon

streak, has a shattering fracture, seldom

1March, B., Ceramic Hardness Standards of the University
of Michigan, Museum of Anthropology, Ann Arbor, 1904.

2Sybols as used by the Museum of Northern Arizona in
"The Handbook of Northern Arizona Pottery Wares", Bulletin 11,
1937, Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff.
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shows polishing striations, never has a
decorative pattern formed by polishing
striations.

Salt Smudge - as with Salt Red and has a smudged
interior.

Santan Red - has heavier proportions of mica, pigment
not as apparent, sherds incline to be
thinner, striation patterns less apparent.

EANGE:
Salt River Valley. Probably Verde Valley, and up the

Gila River to Casa Grande, but the material from these
areas has yet to be checked.

REMARKS;
Gila Red undoubtedly evolved out of Santan Red. The

paste is similar but less mica is evident in Gila Red;
striations occur on both types, being few and crudely
applied on Santan Red, and numerous and forming patterns
in Gila Red; forms are similar; and both types have a
companion smudged type. In some instances, sherds are so
intermediate that they can not be placed definitely as
to type.

GILA SMUDGED

TYPE SPECIMENS: Sherds Nos. T16-19, T21, T25
Vessels Nos. T95, T97-101

TYPE SITE: Pueblo Grande, Phoenix, Arizona

STAGE: Classic Hohokam, Soho Phase

TIME: Ca. 1150-1300 . D.

DESCRIPTION:
5imilar in all respects to Gila Red with the addi-

tion of a smudged interior.

COMPARISON:
Gila Red lacks smudged interior
Salt Smudged - exhibits little or no mica, has a car-.

bon streak, has a shattering fracture,
seldom shows polishing striations, never
has a decorative pattern formed by polish-
ing striatlons.

Salt Red - as with Salt Smudged but lacks a smudged
interior.

Santan Red - has heavy proportions of mica, pigment
not as apparent, sherds incline to be
thinner, striation patterns less apparent.

RANGE:
Same as Gila Red.
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REMARLS:
Gila Smudged also evolved out of Santan Red. This

type is similar to Santan Red in the same respects as is
Gila Red, except for the addition of a smudged interior.
Santan Red occurs both with or without a smudged interior.

SALT RED

TYPE SPECIMENS: Sherds Nos. T54-86
Vessels Nos, T94, T96

TYPE SITE: Pueblo Grande, Phoenix, Arizona

STAGE: Classic Rohokam, Civano Phase

TIME: Ca. 1300-1400 A. D.

DESCRIPTION:
Constructed; by paddle and. anvil. Fired: in oxidiz-

ing atmosphere. Core: brick-red to gray. Carbon streak:
always present. Temper: abundant water-worn sand and fine
(usually) light aigular fragments, mica barely apparent or
absent in cross-section, minute particles of mica notice-
able on surface in some instances, bits of copper-colored
mica sometimes present. Texture core: medium. Fracture:
shattering. Surface finish: both surfaces of bowls and
exterior of jars highly polished, sometimes dull, stria-
tions not noticeable, both surfaces bowls and exterior
jars slipped. Surface hardness: 2.5-3.0. Surface color:
dark red to red, occasionally brownish where worn. Forms:
hemispherical and outourved bowls 48%, high-necked jars
50%, scoops, dishes, figurines, eccentric. Size: bowl
diameter 20-40 cm., jars 15-20 cm. Fire clouds: OOiniUOfl
both large and small, often surrounded by an orange band.
Rims: 1A3, 1B3. Recorded wall thickness: bowls 3-14 mm.,
largest individual range 7 mm., average thickness 5.9 nun.;
jars 4-8 mm., largest individual range 3 mm., average
thickness 5.8 mm. No painted decoration.

COMPARISON:
Salt Smudge - has a smudged interior.
Gila Red - heavier mica content, polishing striations

apparent and form decorative patterns,
crumbling fracture, no carbon streak.

Gila Smudge - has a smudged interior.

RANGE:
Salt River Valley. Other areas not checked.



SALT SMJDGED

TYPE SPECIMENS: Sherds Nos. T20, T26-31
Vessels Nos..T9].-93, Tl02-103, TiOb

TYPE SITE: Pueblo Grande, Phoenix, Arizona

STAGE: Classic Rohokani, Civano Phase

TIME: Ca. 1300-1400 A. D.

DESCRIPTION:
Similar In all respects to Salt Red with the addition

of a smudged Interior. Lacks a carbon streak.

COMPRIS0N:
Gila Smudged heavier mica content, polishing stria-

tions apparent and form a decorative
pattern, crumbling fracture.

Santan Red - heavy proportions of mica present,
p01 ishing 8tr Ia tions crude, crumbling
fracture, pigment not as apparent,
sherdsinôline to be thinner.

RANGE:
Salt River Valley. Probably along the Gi].a River to

Caaa Grande and along the Verde River, but the material
from these areas has yet to be checked.
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APPEIWD( X

PERCENT OF OCCURRENCE OF SHELL

Species

Abalone

Cax'dlum.

Cerithium

Conch

Conus

Fresh water
mussel

G1yo'meris

Nassa

Oliva

OliveUa

Pecten

Tuzritel1a

Total number

Snaketown

100.0

Gila
Butte

2.8

.6

.6
5.0

89.5

1.1

.6

179

Santa
Cruz

1.5

6.8

.8
1.5

11.5

72.5

3.1

.8
1.5

131

Sacaton

12.9

.3

1.0

10.6

33.7

5.4

4.3
2.0

301

Soho

16.6

1.8
1.8

18.5

35,2

1,8

24.1

54

Civano

14.5

12.5

16.5

29.2

22.9

4.2

48



Rattlesnake
Sidewinder
Bull snake
Lizard
Gila monster
Horned toad
Desert tortoise

Arizona cottontail
Arizona jack rabbit
Desert mule deer
Javalina
Mountain sheep
Wildcat
Mountain lion
Antelope
Bear .

Antelope jack.
Black jack .

Skunk
Kangaroo rat
Ground squirrel
Coyote
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APPENDD( XI

FAUNA

Common Names Scientific Names
Reptiles

.

.

.

Mammals

Crotalus sp.
Crotalus sp.
Fituophis sayi

Heloderma suspectum
Pb.rynosoma salare
Testudo agassizii

Sylvilagus auduboni arizonae
Lepus oalifornlcus eremicus
Odocoileus hemlonus eremicus
Pecan angulatus sonoriensis
Ovis canadensis gaillardi
Lynx rufus baileyi
Felis oregonensis sub sp.
Antilocapra americana americana
Euarótos amenicanus sub. ap.
Lepus alleni alleni
Lepus californicus deserticola
Mephitis inacroura milleri
Dipodomys spectabilis sub. ap.
Citellus tretecaudis anizonae
Canus mearnsi sub. sp.

Birds

Lophortyx gambeli gambeli.
Melopelia asiatica xnearnsi.
Sturnella neglecta
Geococcyx ealifornianus sub. sp.
Minus polyglottos leucopterus
Riebmondena cardinalis superba
Icterus bullookj
Turdus inigratonius propinquus
Ardea herodlas treganzai
Petroehelidon albifrons sub. sp,
Cathartes aura septentniona].is

Gambel's quail
Western white-winged dove.
Western meadow lark
Road runner
Western mocking bird S

Arizona cardinal
Bullock's oriole .

Western robin
Treganza's blue heron
Cliff swallow
Turkey vulture .
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APPENDD( XI - Continued

Identifications by Dr. C. T. Vorhie3.

Common Names
Birds

Scientific Names

Merriam' s turkey . Me].eagris gallopavo merriami
Common iiiallard . Anas playtrhynehos sub. sp.
Common Canada goose . Branta canadensis canadensis
White pelican Pelecanus erythrorhynchos sub. sp.
Mourning dove . Zenaidura inaorotu'a niarginella
Teal . S S S

Shore birds S
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APPENDIX XII

FLORA

Identifications by Dr. L. D. Benson.

Coimnon Names Scientific Names

Creosote bush S Larrea divaricata
Salt bush Atriplex sp.
palo verde . S Cercidium sp.
Sahuar a S Cereus giganteus
Bur sage S Franseria ap.
Prickly pear . . Opuntia sp.
Cholla S Opuntia sp.
Ocotil].o S Fouquieria splendens
Yucca I Yucca sp.
Barrel cactus . S Echinocactus LeContel
Mesquite I S Pros apis ve].utina
Cottonwood S S Populus sp.
Ash S Fraxinus sp.
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